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Abstract
Critical to the philosophical discipline of existentialism is the concept of the absurd—the conflict
between the innate human drive to seek meaning and the meaningless universe we inhabit.
In Europe, the meaninglessness of the universe was reinforced by the particular social
and geographical conditions that existentialist and proto-existentialist authors such as Sartre,
Camus, Kafka, Dostoevsky, Nietzsche, and Kierkegaard faced. In the face of increasing system
density and urbanization, along with the calamities of the Second World War, these authors felt
themselves impotent in the face of forces beyond their control.
It is fascinating, then, that existentialism found a comfortable home in America, which
faced none of these pressures. Instead, the conception of the absurd we find reflected in the work
of the postwar Beatniks and later writers is influenced by a sense of system space and open
geography, a lack of violent conflict, and a sense of progressive alienization from an
individualistic society.
It is my thesis that these competing conceptions of the absurd are mutually
incomprehensible. This gap in understanding contributes to an inability to engage in productive
existentialist discussion, which can only be rectified by shared culture and experience.
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Thesis Summary
This thesis aims to examine the development of the concept of the absurd in literature
across different time periods and cultural contexts. The absurd, as defined by Camus, is the gap
between humanity’s desire to understand the world and the impossibility of doing so. The absurd
played a fundamental role in the creation and spread of existentialism in both Europe and the
United States.
However, the ways in which the absurd is recognized as an aspect of existence depends
heavily on the sociological contexts in which an individual lives. By analyzing the works of
absurdist authors, filmmakers, and artists across time, we can track the development of these
absurdist conceptions. These absurdist themes have been found in the works of numerous
European authors, as well as the works of the Beat Generation in America.
Looking at these works, the European and American conceptions of the absurd can be
shown to differ along four sociological axes—system density, population density, conflict, and
ostracism and alienation. Taken together, these factors lead to a European absurdity that
characterizes the universe as inherently, fundamentally meaningless. American absurdity,
meanwhile, places more emphasis on the human inability to understand the universe, even if
such fundamental meaning does exist.
These differing conceptions of the absurd meet the threshold of incommensurability—
they are so different that they cannot be meaningfully compared or reduced into each other.
Instead, the only way to bridge this gap in understanding is to interact with the cultures from
which these absurdist conceptions sprang, to better understand the pressures that led to their
creation. By engaging with other formulations of the absurd, we can participate in more accurate
and fulfilling existentialist discussion.
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I.

Introduction

Existentialism, as a school of thought, is centered upon the idea of existence preceding essence,
first formulated as such by Jean-Paul Sartre.1 This formulation reflects the idea that there is no
inherent meaning to life or the universe, and that the only meaning that exists is that which we
impose upon it ourselves. Crucial to this philosophy is the concept of the absurd, an idea which
has had revolutionary impacts both within academia and in broader social contexts.
Absurdity simply refers to the gap between our desire to impose meaning upon the
universe and the universe’s meaninglessness.2 Every human action seems ultimately impotent
and pointless against the vast scale of the physical and social forces at work around us. As
European existentialist philosophers were developing their understanding of the absurd in the
19th and early 20th centuries, there were several forces unique to their time and place that were
shaping their conceptions. These forces will be later discussed in depth.
In America, however, a land to which existentialism was not native, the forces
influencing the understanding of the absurd were fundamentally different.3 Yet, when the
writings of the French existentialists such as Sartre and Camus began to be exported to the
United States, they found a welcoming home amongst the Beat authors and later generations.4
Clearly, even though the sociological conditions that had influenced European conceptions of the
absurd were not symmetrically present, the idea of the absurd still struck a resonant chord within
the American literary and philosophical conscience. 5
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It is my thesis that the absurdities of Europe and the absurdities of America are so
fundamentally different, due to the myriad of pressures facing the different continents at the
time, as to be mutually incomprehensible. When a philosopher from Europe and a philosopher
from America speak of the absurd, they are speaking about two separate concepts—a gap in
comprehension that stands between the speakers and productive existential discussion. However,
I believe that this is a solvable problem.
This paper will begin by briefly surveying the history of existentialism through its main
authors and tracking the development of the absurd over time. The authors critical to the initial
development of the absurd, such as Kierkegaard, Dostoevsky, Sartre, Nietzsche, Kafka, and
Camus will be mentioned. We will then track the export of existentialism to the United States,
where it was quickly taken up by the postwar Beat Generation.
Following this, ground rules will be established for analyzing the absurd. I will
demonstrate that the best way to track the changes in absurdist understanding over time is by
reading and analyzing the literature that pivotal authors produced. The pressures influencing an
understanding of the absurd are best portrayed though novels, film, art, and other fictional
creations, since these mediums allow for greater literary license than normal academic articles.
I will then elaborate on the concept of incommensurability—though both European and
American absurdities are absurdities in a true and proper sense, I do not believe that they can be
compared and contrasted in the formulaic, logical way that traditional philosophical argument
requires. The two distinct concepts, existing incommensurably, instead require a greater
understanding of each concept on its own terms instead of trying to force one into the mold of
the other. It is important to note that, throughout the work, I am offering no positive or negative
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assessments of either absurdity, or a way of living in general—I aim for my analysis to be
descriptive, not normative.
After the rules have been established, the analysis of the absurd will begin in earnest. I
will begin by discussing European absurdity and the forces that acted upon it as the concept was
being formulated—particularly regarding the density of systems and civilizations on the
continent, increasing urbanization, the calamities of World War I and II, and the general sense of
community that pervades the environment. The works that will be discussed in this light include
The Plague, The Stranger, and The Myth of Sisyphus by Camus, Nausea by Sartre, Notes from
Underground by Dostoevsky, Thus Spoke Zarathustra by Nietzsche, The Sickness Unto Death
and Fear and Trembling by Kierkegaard, Picasso’s Guernica, The Blood of Others by de
Beauvoir, and The Trial and The Metamorphosis by Kafka.
Following the analysis of the pressures influencing European absurdity, we will turn to
American absurdity. Influenced instead by the pressures of system space, rurality, peace, and
individualism, American absurdity shines through most brightly in the writings of the Beat
authors. Discussion will include the works On the Road by Kerouac, Howl by Ginsburg, Go by
Holmes, Less than Zero by Ellis, Slaughterhouse-Five by Vonnegut, Dr. Strangelove by
Kubrick, Revolutionary Road by Yates and One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest by Kesey. These
works clearly reflect an understanding of the absurd, but the way in which they do so is markedly
different from that of the European writers.
While it is certainly possible to conduct a more thorough analysis of all of these works
than that which I am presenting here, such a focused reading would not paint a picture of general
American or European absurdity in the way that I require. My goal is to develop a broader
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understanding of absurdist trends in literature rather than an exploration of the intent of any one
particular author.
After comparing and contrasting American and European absurdities, I shall demonstrate,
using the principle of incommensurability, how fundamentally incompatible the two absurdist
conceptions are—they can be understood on their own terms, but not on each other’s. However,
this is not an unsolvable problem. I conclude by arguing that the mutual incomprehension that
plagues our current understanding of the absurd can be rectified through shared experience, the
exchange of cultures, and the greater conception of humanity as a unified whole.
II.

The History of Existentialism

The history of the absurdity within existentialism has been well-documented and
discussed at length elsewhere. As such, a brief overview of the concept’s literary roots and its
export to the United States will be sufficient.
Existentialism began, officially, on October 29th, 1945, when Jean-Paul Sartre gave a
lecture at Club Maintenant in Paris entitled Existentialism is a Humanism. It was in this lecture
that he coined the famous phrase “existence precedes essence.”6 However, it is inaccurate to say
that Sartre invented existentialism all on his own—though he may have been the one to
popularize it and give it the official name of ‘existentialism,’ the notions of essence and the
absurd had been gestating in the European intellectual community for at least a century.
The first thinker to speak directly about the notion of the absurd was the Danish
philosopher Soren Kierkegaard. As a Christian, no example of absurdity stood out more to
Kierkegaard than the story of Abraham, who defied all logic and moral understanding when he
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began to sacrifice his son Isaac at God’s command.7 Yet, because it allowed Abraham to grow
closer to God, it was the right thing to do. This religious and philosophical argument is found in
1843’s Fear and Trembling, marking the first existentialist push that would snowball into a
movement by the end of the Second World War.8
Over the next several decades, literature began to trade more heavily in existentialist and
absurdist themes. Though not an explicitly philosophical novel, Dostoevsky’s Notes from
Underground, published in 1864, served as a repudiation of both popular moral philosophy and
the increasingly socialist movement developing in Russia at the time. In this short novel, we can
see Dostoevsky conveying a lack of faith in the goodness of humanity and the idealism of a
utopian society, a sense of insignificance and ostracism that continued to grow throughout the
ensuing decades.9
The next pivotal author was Friedrich Nietzsche, who laid out a moral vision of
existentialism. While not a properly existential thinker himself, his work had an undeniable
influence on later generations. Notably, in 1883-1885’s Thus Spoke Zarathustra, we can see a
literary turn towards the idea of a self-imposed morality. When all external sources of morality
have been stripped away, as reflected in Nietzsche’s famous proclamation “God is dead!”, the
only morality that remains is that imposed upon the will by itself.10 A universe lacking inherently
objective morality seems far more absurdly meaningless that a universe that possesses such a
trait.
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Later, the absurdist writings of Franz Kafka would bring the realities of these absurd
conditions to the popular consciousness. Kafka’s most notable works, including The
Metamorphosis and The Trial, both written around 1915, brought the crushing weight of an
absurd and impersonal universe down on the heads of ordinary characters in a way that previous
writers did not.11
The final, surging wave of European existentialist thought came in the form of the First
and Second World Wars. The works of the proto-existentialists had largely been about moral and
societal woes—never had the pointlessness and absurdity of the universe been thrown so wide
and so open as by the dropping of firebombs and death marches across the European continent.12
The author to capitalize on this development was, ultimately, Jean-Paul Sartre, who
served in the French army and lived in Paris throughout much of the Nazi occupation. It was
through his works, notably Nausea and Being and Nothingness, that European existential thought
was exported to America.13 Camus, writing alongside Sarte in the mid-1940’s, developed a
unique literary style similar to Kafka’s, and a conception of existentialism that often found itself
at odds with Sartre. Their quarrel over existentialism, politics, and history ended their friendship,
but does not override their basic agreement over what the absurd itself was—the gap between
mankind’s desire to understand and the universe’s inability to be understood.14
Sartre himself thought that America would not be receptive to existentialist philosophy,
believing that the culture of the nation was too focused on materialism and celebrity to engage in
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the deep, introspective analysis necessary to understand the absurd. Previous efforts to bring
existentialism to the United States had indeed failed, as thinkers and philosophers failed to
account for the change in cultures.15 Sartre, surprisingly, was the one to break the seal—by
establishing his own cult of personality centered around the cultural cache of Paris and his
experiences on the battlefield and as a prisoner-of-war during World War II, he succeeded in
holding America’s attention long enough to transmit the ideas of existentialism.
For now, the story picks up with postwar American culture—America was thriving
economically and politically and had the muscle necessary to impose its will on the world. The
cultural history of the United States, combined with the flourishing construction of the highway
system, created exactly the confluence of social and technological conditions necessary for the
concept of the absurd to take root.16 It was in this free, open environment that the Beats began to
experiment with literature and writing, influenced by a lifestyle of experimentation with sex and
drugs, as well as a deep seated discontent with their place in society.17
The understanding of the absurd that the Beat authors reflected in their work was
markedly different from that which had been imported from Paris. Their writings showed a lack
of the moral concern that had plagued Nietzsche, while thoroughly rejecting the faith-based
views of Kierkegaard. The despair of Dostoevsky’s Underground Man was rejected in favor of a
deeply hopeful approach to the world—that meaning can be created and enjoyed at an individual
level, despite the roadblocks and obstacles that societal structures put in the way.18 The Beats,
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however, lacked direct personal experience of World War II and were living in a time of relative
peace and unprecedented prosperity, allowing them more time to focus on internal issues of
meaning instead of external conflicts.
The evolution of existentialism and our understanding of the absurd continue to the
present day, and they are constantly developing as more people come to appreciate the field of
philosophy for its unflinching look at the harsh realities of the world, and its inherent belief that,
even in the face of absurdity, meaning, value, and the good life can continue to exist and be
pursued.19
III.

Understanding the Absurd

Understanding the absurd requires us to possess a working definition of the term.
Through many writers differed markedly in how they approached the concept, the most useful
and prevalent definition is that offered by Camus in The Myth of Sisyphus, which has been
previously referenced—as such, it is this definition we shall be using.20 Absurdity is the gap
created between mankind’s innate desire to understand and the universe’s inability to be
understood. This conceptual genus can be divided into further species of absurdity, depending on
the social and physical pressures surrounding individuals. These unique pressures alter the way
in which individuals experience the absurd, leading them to form their own understanding of the
concept, which will be detailed later.
In order to track, compare, and contrast conceptions of the absurd across both time and
geographical space, however, we first need a suitable medium with absurdist themes to look at.
By far, the easiest way to conduct this analysis will be by looking at the cultural product of
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people who were actively dealing with absurdity and other existential themes at the time of
writing. While articles and academic books written by philosophers and thinkers allow us to see
how they conceived of absurdism and its relationship to existentialism, and can occasionally be
useful, such works are much less helpful when searching for the sources of that absurdity itself.
This partially results from the nature of the relationship between absurdity and existentialism—
while absurdity is a critical part of existentialist philosophy, the concept of the absurd exists
independently from an existentialist framework. One does not need existentialism to investigate
absurdity—however, the two often go hand in hand.
Absurdity is tied innately to the human condition and has a dramatic and undeniable
impact on the people that it affects. Understanding absurdity is an intimate and personal
experience, and it is an experience best explored through the use of fictional characters and their
interactions with their settings and other characters.21 When authors show us how absurdist
themes affect the characters they create, they are providing a window into their thoughts at the
time. This aspect of existentialist literature was known even as the authors themselves were
writing their most seminal works—Sartre remarked that “only in the novel is it possible to evoke
the primordial gushing-forth of life in all its concrete, particular and temporal variety.”22
Comparing and contrasting the experiences of these characters in the face of the absurd is
an effective way to gain the depth of analysis we are searching for. For instance—the absurdity
faced by Dostoevsky’s Underground Man and Kerouac’s self-insert Sal Paradise are similar in
that neither of them feel at home in the rules and structures of society surrounding them—but,
the particular way in which they process that absurd pressure distinguishes them. While the
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Underground Man retreats into self-loathing, hatred, and ostracism, Sal Paradise goes on the road
in search of his own identity, though the threat of alienation constantly looms in the
background.23 It is these variations in response that mark both cultural and philosophical
differences in how the absurd is conceived of and reacted to.
Though this paper largely focuses on physical, pen-to-paper literature, there are other
media through which absurdist themes have made themselves prominent over the decades—
notably visual art and film. Each of these styles of storytelling carry different implications in
both how they choose to present themselves to the audience, and how they break from the prior
traditions in their genre.
These different ways of presenting absurdist conceptions illustrate exactly how prevalent
these conceptions are in our cultural mind, such that they can be depicted meaningfully in so
many ways. Picasso’s infamous 1937 painting Guernica, for instance, takes the horrors of war
and abstracts them into shape, color and symbol, the implications of the brushstrokes
simultaneously becoming more obvious and more complex as fire and blood are removed from
the physical and become conceptual vessels.24
Another relevant absurdist anti-war piece is Stanley Kubrick’s 1964 film Dr. Strangelove
or: How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the Bomb. As opposed to the abstraction of
Guernica, Kubrick depicts the consequences of mutually assured destruction during the Cold
War in a harshly realistic light, though the characters within the film are exaggerated to the point
of farce, showing the contradiction between human imperfection, infighting, and impulse, and
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the existence of nuclear weapons capable of global destruction. The absurdity of life when such
power exists is illustrated by multiple characters throughout the film—notably in the three roles
portrayed by Peter Sellers as a Royal Air Force captain, the President of the United States, and
the titular Dr. Strangelove himself.25
Absurdist themes have been prevalent in literature, visual art, poetry, and film from
almost the advent of the mediums themselves. By analyzing the specific ways in which
absurdism is and isn’t reflected in plot, design, setting, and characterization, we can paint a
picture of how absurdist ideas were being processed by cultural creators at the time.26 It is
therefore important to clarify exactly how these ideas are implemented into narrative works, and
how they contribute to an understanding of absurdism unique to the country and time period in
which these media exist. It also important to note that these existentialist and absurdist
interpretations are by no means the only way to understand the works in question—they often
occupy their own social, political, and psychological space apart from their philosophical
absurdist dimension.
A. Absurdism in Literature
As mentioned previously, the absurd is an overwhelming force that imposes upon a
person the realization that the universe is devoid of inherent meaning—without this compelling
force, existentialism as a philosophy could not exist. Even outside of existentialism, however,
writers have often wrestled with absurdist themes without explicitly labeling them as such.
Iterations of the absurd existed in literature before Sartre and Camus defined the concept and
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gave it an official definition. These instances of absurdity are conveyed through characters,
whose personal confrontations with the absurd affect them profoundly.27
It is the intimate nature of the absurd that makes it so compelling. A direct experience
with absurdity will likely affect someone much more profoundly than simply reading about it,
just as people are much more likely to donate to a charity that works in the local community
instead of one that sends food to starving children a continent away. This is a simple result of
proximity—we are more likely to care about the suffering that we can see. The same holds true
for absurdity—it is easy to dismiss the absurd cruelty of children dying in a bombing in Central
Africa or the Middle East, but it is much more difficult to disregard the absurd, random chance
prevalent when a member of your family gets in a car accident. The human impulse to find a
responsible party when they witness suffering is rendered completely impotent by a world that
has no intention or purpose when it comes to famine, natural disasters, and other calamities.
It is in bringing these cosmic, seemingly distant absurdities into the lives of ordinary
characters that the existentialist literature of Kakfa, Camus, Holmes, Vonnegut, and Ellis excel.
Each of these writers’ works features characters who are not endowed with extraordinary
abilities or knowledge like Dostoevsky’s Underground Man or Nietzsche’s Zarathustra. These
individuals are simply turned into cockroaches, subjected to plagues, unmoored in time, and are
put on trials for offenses they did not commit in the face of an insensitive and impersonal
universe and bureaucracy.
In these literary works, there are three main mechanisms by which absurdity is impressed
upon the characters—the absurdity of nature, the absurdity of society, and the absurdity of the
self.28 Each of these originated in the writings of the European existentialists, and were given
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new life in the writings of the Beats. However, as an introductory understanding, it is best to look
to the classic works in which each type of absurdity is exemplified—Kafka’s The
Metamorphosis, Camus’s The Plague, and Jean-Paul Sartre’s Nausea.
The Metamorphosis is easily Franz Kafka’s most well-known work. The premise is
simple—Gregor Samsa wakes up in his apartment one day turned into a massive insect. The
remainder of the short tale is dedicated to how he adjusts to his new life. At the beginning, he
reflects on his previous life, while expressing relatively minimal shock at his transformation. It
occurs to him that he does not actually mind his new existence as an insect—the only negative
aspect of the transformation is that his family was deprived of the income Gregor provided. His
family initially tries to care for him, but they grow weary of the strain he is placing on their
resources—Gregor, feeling useless, willingly dies of starvation.29 This work is an example of the
absurdity of nature because Gregor’s transformation is never explained—it is simply a thing that
happens, and the characters must deal with it.30 Like all acts of God in an expansive and
seemingly impersonal universe, there seems to be no rhyme or reason behind it—when a
character like Gregor is deprived of control over their existence, the absurdity of nature is
brought down upon them like a hammer. Though Gregor attempts to stand up to this pressure, he
soon crumples and is forced to yield to his new reality.
Much like The Metamorphosis, Albert Camus’s The Plague relies on a simple premise—
in the North African town of Oran, thousands of rats flood the streets and begin to die. Soon,
people begin to be brought down by a similar illness, and the deaths begin to increase
dramatically. The local government, which began by downplaying the severity of the outbreak,
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takes dramatic action by sealing the town gates and keeping everyone inside. The remainder of
the novel details the actions of Dr. Bernard Rieux as he attempts to fight the plague, acting as an
existentialist hero as he confronts pointlessness and continues to strive within that context.
Locked within the confines of the town, all of the characters lack the ability to control their own
destinies, and are forced to confront the absurdity of their impotence in the face of both the
plague and the government. While the plague itself was certainly a natural force, the main
sources of struggle come from the local government and the snake oil peddlers, priests, and
misanthropists who are locked in their own battles against the disease.31 It is this shift in
absurdities, from a natural cosmic force to a human construct, that make this aspect of The
Plague an example of societal absurdity. While this social absurdity is by no means the only type
of absurdity found within The Plague and is not even the main focus of the novel, its impactful
presence on Dr. Rieux and the narrative is undeniable.
The final type of absurdity, the absurdity of the self, is found in the vast majority of
literary works, though it is rarely identified or typified as such. The seminal work in which the
internal conflict is so identified is Jean-Paul Sartre’s Nausea. Like many absurdist works, it is a
book with surprisingly little plot, instead focusing on driving home the particular nature of the
pressure the characters face. In this novel, a historian by the name of Antoine Roquentin goes
about his daily life, conducting research in a local library. Over time, he feels an incongruity
between his experience of the world and the world as it actually is, resulting in feelings of
depression and nausea as he struggles to define the parameters of his own existence. This
escalating sickness culminates in Roquentin realizing that he has a “fear of existence,” a
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revelation that comes to him while he stares at the root of a chestnut tree—regardless of the
meaning that he wanted to impose upon the root, the root existed as itself independent of
Roquentin. There is no inherent reason for the root, just as there is no inherent reason for
Roquentin, or all of humanity itself. Roquentin’s struggle to define himself is not born of any
structures outside of him, natural or manmade—rather, they result from his perception of himself
and the world, a prime example of the absurdity of the self.32
These three absurdities have cropped up in literature time and time again as authors
explore absurdity and meaning through the lenses of their characters. From these foundations, we
can construct a multifaceted portrait of how a particular group of people conceived of absurdity
at any given time. When there are marked differences in how the absurdities of nature, society,
and the self are presented, we can be reasonably confident that there are substantial differences in
how these cultures conceive of absurdity.33 It is these differences that separate the European and
American species of the absurd and prevent them from being easily summarized or combined.
Even the common usage of the word ‘absurd’ within these traditions elides many fundamental
differences. To properly appraise the different flavors of absurdity present within these literary
and philosophical movements, extensive contextualization and careful, detailed attention are
required.
B. The Incommensurability of Absurdist Conceptions
Despite the similarities in how literary and artistic works treat the concept of absurdity in
both Europe and America, the two concepts are fundamentally incommensurable. Essentially,
this means that, even though they are both equally valid kinds of absurdities, they cannot be
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added, subtracted, or compared through the use of a common language. If a European
existentialist and an American existentialist engaged in a conversation about the absurd, their
usage of the word ‘absurd’ would be referencing inherently different things.
The notion of incommensurability of values not new, and has had a long history within
philosophical thought. A classic example of incommensurable values can be found in John
Finnis’s Natural Law and Natural Rights, in which he discusses the different kinds of basic
human goods—Finnis has a list of seven of these values, but only two are needed to illustrate the
point of incommensurability.34 By examining the characteristics that these values have when
compared against each other, a useful understanding of the criteria for incommensurability can
be established.
Consider the basic human goods of knowledge and aesthetic experience. The goal of
knowledge can be furthered by going back to school and enrolling in a PhD program.
Meanwhile, the goal of aesthetic experience could be furthered by going to an art museum and
trying to replicate one of the paintings. Finnis claims that these two actions reference two
completely different kinds of desirable goals and are therefore incommensurable—it is
impossible to measure one’s desire to replicate a painting in credit hours towards a doctorate.
It is notable, however, that this incommensurability does not imply incomparability—it is
still possible to look at the two careers, or the two absurdities, side by side and make valid claims
about each of them in relation to the other, but it is not possible to reduce one into the other, or
subsume them both equally under the greater umbrella of the absurd in general.
As a result of this incommensurability, we wind up with a problem not unlike that
formulated by Thomas Kuhn in the 1960’s regarding paradigms in the philosophy of science.
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Kuhn argued that science did not creep towards its goal, but instead made leaps and jumps based
on paradigm shifts—for instance, going from a Newtonian to an Einsteinian model of physics
resulted in a dramatic change within the sciences. Notably, it is impossible to argue about the
implications of a Newtonian model from an Einsteinian perspective, because each model comes
with its own set of axiomatic assumptions.35 These axiomatic rules lead to an environment where
scientists talk past each other, using the same words, but meaning slightly different things.
The principle of incommensurability is therefore established by Finnis’s comparison of
values—two concepts are incommensurable if it is not possible to reduce one into the other or
compare them with a common language or understanding. With this definition, how evident is it
that this principle applies to European and American absurdities, and what are the implications
of this?
It is now clear that, if the absurdities differ in content in such a way that each absurdity is
distinct and irreducible, they cannot be commensurable. The threshold for incommensurability is
therefore this—one concept of absurdity must have an influential characteristic that, by
definition, the other kind cannot.36 These distinctions will be presented in the following sections
through the use of both the aforementioned literary analysis focusing on the absurdities of nature,
society, and the self in European and American existentialist literature, as well as several
numerical statistics. Following this demonstration, the implications of the distinction and the
hope for reconciliation will be discussed.
However, it is important to note that there are not simply two kinds of absurdities.
Existentialism as a philosophy has found a home all over the globe, and even drawing such
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boundaries as ‘American’ and ‘European’ absurdities are likely somewhat overzealous
generalizations. Similarly, existentialism is not confined to these two regions, and is rising in
popularity in such countries as Japan and the rest of Eastern Asia. These cultures have a vastly
different understanding of the absurd due to their particular societal and historical experiences,
distinct from both Europe and America. For instance, it is well-known how the dropping of the
atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki resulted in the popularity of Godzilla as a media icon
representing fears of the West and nuclear power.37 These unique experiences, along with a
close-knit family structure unlike any in the Western world, lend Asian Absurdities a flavor all
their own. However, I am not personally familiar enough with these cultures and their literary
histories to write comfortably about them. For the sake of time and productively restricting the
works to be analyzed, of which there are many, I will be limiting my discussion to European and
American works.
IV.

The Existentialist Canon

The existentialist canon is a loose collection of literary works that meaningfully represent
existentialist themes and have furthered the development of the philosophy. The canon is small,
compared to the much larger number of authors that have used existentialist and absurdist
thought in their writings. It is not enough to simply engage with the absurd to become a member
of the canon, but the work must improve or develop the conception of the absurd in a meaningful
way.38 As far as I am aware, there has never been a coordinated effort to systematize the list of
works that belong in the canon; however, there are a small number of works that everyone
generally agrees upon.
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The European branch of absurdist literature, as mentioned above, includes the work of
Kierkegaard, Dostoevsky, Nietzsche, Kafka, Sartre, de Beauvoir, and Camus. Peripherally, it
also includes art and plays such as Waiting for Godot by Samuel Beckett, and Guernica by
Picasso. These works began in the mid-19th century and continue on the present day, though the
number of truly revolutionary authors spiked around the end of the Second World War before
entering a steady decline. In the European postwar period, there were notable existential
developments, such as the transition of absurdist themes from novels and visual art to the stage,
leading to the creation of the ‘theatre of the absurd,’ a much analyzed genre in its own right.39 It
is vital to note that not all of these writers shared the same conceptions of existentialism or even
the absurd—many, in fact, wrote before these terms were brought into popular use by Sartre and
Camus. However, the impact that their writings had on the eventual development of the concept
of absurdity were so profound that they deserve to be included in any discussion of the topic.
The American canon of existential and absurdist writings is much shorter, and only
begins in earnest following the conclusion of World War II. Some authors before this had used
existentialist language and absurdist concepts before this—notably Herman Melville in his 1851
novel Moby Dick.40 A great work of American literature, Moby-Dick incorporates all three styles
of absurdity within its narrative. The absurdity of nature is apparent in the White Whale’s
overwhelming power, despite all of Captain Ahab’s efforts to conquer it. The absurdity of
society is present in Captain Ahab’s unceasing compulsion to chase the whale and in the
bringing of his sailors along with him aboard the Pequod. The absurdity of the self is evident in
both Ishmael and Queequeg’s reflections on life and death as they follow Captain Ahab on his
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ill-fated quest. However, labeling Moby Dick as strictly existentialist literature is a branch too
far—recognizing the absurdist themes within it was a development that took place long after its
publication.
Instead, the literary ground of existential and absurdist fiction in America was largely
fallow when the writings of Sartre and Camus made their way across the pond, and the Beat
Generation began to incorporate the philosophy into their own writings. Following the works of
Kerouac, Ginsberg, and Holmes, existentialism sank its teeth into the American mythos and
never let go. The notion of a strictly American canon of absurdist and existentialist literature is
even looser than that of the European canon, since the writers who engaged with absurdist
themes did not often label themselves as existentialists, and since they were not influential in the
birth of the philosophy in the cafes of Paris.41 Instead, existentialism worms its way through
American literature in secret, influencing the actions and perspectives of characters without ever
explicitly identifying itself strictly as such.42 Since the American absurdist canon is so loose, I
will focus on a variety of writers, genres, and mediums in my best attempt to encapsulate the
sheer diversity of how absurdist concepts are represented.
Throughout the following sections, it is vital to make note of how European and
American absurdities contrast with each other, while keeping in mind our previously established
benchmark of incommensurability. The following four descriptive pairings specify features of
the American and European incarnations of the absurd that could not appear in the other cultural
context, identifying each division as a unique species under the genus of the absurd.
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A. European Absurdity
As previously mentioned, the genus of the absurd is marked by the gap between
mankind’s desire to understand and impose meaning upon the universe, and the universe’s
inability to be understood. However, there are two different ways in which the universe cannot
be understood, and it is this separation that allows for the differentiation of European and
American absurdity. European absurdity is marked by the conceptualization of the universe as
something that is completely devoid of meaning. Therefore, no matter how intelligent or wise
humans become, it is impossible to discover an inherent purpose to the world, because such
meaning simply does not exist. This particular formulation of absurdity was developed as a
response to the particular pressures that absurdist and existentialist authors were facing at the
time they were writing. The American conception of absurdity differs markedly from this
version, and will be discussed later.
The canon of European absurdist literature is marked by four defining traits, each of
which is related to a particular cultural, geographic, or societal pressure facing the authors at the
time the works were being written. These pressures shaped how the authors perceived the world
and altered their conceptions of what the absurd truly was. When these philosophers and thinkers
were writing, they were operating with a conceptual blank slate—since no prior formulation of
the absurd existed, they had full license to frame and explain it however they best saw fit.
The first of these critical traits is system density, or how prevalent and impactful social
and cultural systems are, particularly in the forms of religion, class, tradition, and opaque
government bureaucracy.43 The second was urbanization and an increasing population, as the
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Industrial Revolution enabled large scale migration into increasingly packed cities.44 The third
influence upon European absurdism was war, and the physical and psychological markers that it
left upon the land and the people who lived there.45 The final defining marker is that of
community and ostracism, whereby people felt a loss of power and autonomy, and a tension
between self-definition and the erasing influence of others.46 Taken together, these European
traits emphasize the arbitrary and impersonal nature of the universe, leading to a conception of
the absurd marked by an understanding of the world as devoid of any inherent meaning
whatsoever.
It is important to note, however, that the European conception of the absurd cannot be
reduced to the sociological pressures of its creation. While European absurdity could not exist
without these pressures, the idea of the absurd has its own conceptual existence apart from the
conditions of its creation.
The four qualities that led to this European species of absurdity are evident in the
literature of the time, and blend together to create a brand of absurdity that continues to be
studied today. Each of these conditions will now be analyzed in more depth.
1. System Density
It is a unique feature of European life that governmental, religious, and social systems
have always played an outsize role in controlling the activities of daily life for the individuals
who live there.47 The weight of centuries of structure and oppression can be felt even when
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walking the streets today, as you can eat in restaurants that have been around for longer than the
entirety of the United States. It was along the same streets that Fascist regimes marched, and
competing royal families waged war for territory and resources.
Taken together, these systems create an atmosphere of social absurdity, an environment
in which individuals feel impotent in the face of overwhelming structural force and tradition.
This lack of control, and simply feeling buffeted by institutions with an influential legacy far
outlasting that of any one person, is something that has been felt acutely for centuries, and was a
central focus of existentialist and absurdist writers. In this case, two works that accurately
highlight this aspect of absurdity are Thus Spoke Zarathustra by Friedrich Nietzsche, and The
Trial by Franz Kafka.
Thus Spoke Zarathustra does not contain the most rigorous philosophical analysis of
Nietzsche’s existential concerns. However, the pulpy sayings of the prophet Zarathustra provide
a window into many different strains of thought running throughout the entirely of Nietzsche’s
writing—in addition, the immense quotability of the almost Biblical writing has made the four
parts of the work a common introduction to existentialist philosophy. Nietzsche himself
considered it his magnum opus.
Thus Spoke Zarathustra largely consists of parables, detailing the interactions of
Zarathustra with people who have not yet come to understand the true nature of existence and
morality. A recurrent theme throughout the writing is the idea of the Übermensch—an individual
who has overcome both the restrictions of his animalistic past and the inaccurate moralities of
society, and entered upon the personal reckoning necessary to create his own valid morality.48
The prophecy of the Übermensch, which Zarathustra emphasizes has not yet come to pass,
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strikes several blows at the absurdity of the rules imposed upon individuals by societal systems.
No fewer than three of the parables give clear examples of this rejection of social systems, each
relating to a particular oppressive structure.
The first of these parables is ‘On the Teachers of Virtue.’ In this parable, Zarathustra
listens to an old and venerated teacher instruct young people in what virtue is—notably, the
lecture is all about how to get a good night’s sleep. The teacher claims that in order to sleep, you
must laugh, find truth, and overcome yourself during the day—but Zarathustra pointedly
observes that the end goal of these pious rituals is sleep and oblivion, a forgetting of the self:
Now I understand clearly what was once sought above all else when teachers of virtue
were sought. Good sleep was sought, and opiate virtues to promote it!
For all these much praised sages who were teachers of virtue, wisdom was the sleep
without dreams: they knew no better meaning of life. 49
In this way, an allegory is drawn between social rules that demand you conform to the
preestablished norms, and an erasure of the self—individual identity is lost in favor of
structure.50 Zarathustra acknowledges that such a self-forgetting is tempting, as buying into the
system alleviates the burden of resisting it—but living life in such a way is explaining away the
absurd, without ever truly confronting it. Such a rejection of reality does not contribute towards
growth, or progress towards the Übermensch.
The second parable is ‘The Priests.’ Instead of listening to priests teach, and then
condemning them for their false teachings, Zarathustra instructs his followers to leave the priests
alone and allow them to go about their business—because, in his eyes, they have already
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punished themselves enough. Just as the previous teacher instructed a certain way of behavior to
get a good night’s sleep, so do the priests instruct in religious behavior in order to ensure
salvation. Zarathustra in fact pities the priests—they had such an overwhelming desire to
understand the world that they filled every part of themselves with their faith in God, losing
themselves in the process:
The spirit of those saviors consisted of emptiness; but into every empty gap they put their
delusion, their stopgap, which they called God.
Their spirit was downed in their pity; and when they were swollen and overswollen with
pity, it was always a great folly that swam on top.51
Nietzsche’s ultimate point with this parable is to demonstrate that structured religion
consumes the individuality of its followers just as social traditions do.52 If any social system
were to make a claim to understanding the universe, it would be religion—Nietzsche’s dismissal
of it, therefore, removes a major plank in any arguments for inherent meaning.
The final parable, this time striking at government, is entitled ‘On the Famous Wise
Men.’ Here, Zarathustra chastises those who act as leaders among men, calling themselves
servants of the people and proclaiming themselves as being able to guide a civilization into a
better future. While there is certainly nothing wrong with improving social conditions,
Zarathustra claims that focusing too much on society risks losing the sense of individual spirit,
the obliteration of the wild and untamed self in the face of a materialist, practical government53.
Just as in communist regimes, the state becomes religion, so too does the state become spirit. The
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unifying theme amongst all of these parables is the recognition of how these systems obliterate
the individual self, causing the absurd to bubble up through the cracks of human construction:
And truly, you famous wise men, you servants of the people! You yourselves have
flourished with the people’s spirit and virtue—and the people by you! I say it to your
honor!
But to me even in your virtue you are still of the people, the people with purblind eyes—
the people who do not know what spirit is!54
Zarathustra, after providing a scathing assessment of these religious, governmental, and
social systems, fully rejects them. The social absurdity inherent within the systems is recognized,
as they constrain the will of individuals and prevent them from understanding themselves and
morality on their own terms. This is not a cosmic absurdity, but one innately rooted in mankind.
The narrative of Zarathustra reflects an increasing conception of social systems as devoid of any
ordained meaning—they are simply conveniences put in place by people that serve to restrain
and control individuals. The weight of social structures imposes upon those it burdens a sense of
pointlessness, and an unceasing desire to break free of that burden. Nietzsche’s Übermensch
represents a successful escape—Kafka’s Josef K., however, is not so lucky.
The Trial, published posthumously in 1925, was never finished; however, it does have a
startling and abrupt ending as Josef K. is summarily executed by a butcher’s knife. The entire
novel, from beginning to end, is a harsh and radical exploration of the justice system, and its
opaqueness to those who do not have the knowledge or means to understand it.55 The courts—the
social and governmental structure by which justice is administered and wrongs are redressed—is
the one aspect of government with which people are most likely to regularly interface, be it
though a speeding ticket, civil suit, marriages, divorces, or even jury duty. Due to this, the court
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acts as a convenient stand-in for ineffable social systems overall. When the very notion of justice
is torn down, it becomes difficult to conceive of the universe as anything other than meaningless.
The novel begins when Josef K., a cashier at a bank, is arrested by two men. He does not
know who the two men are, he does not know who they work for, and he does not know what his
crime was. Neither he, nor we as the reader, ever discover this. Throughout the story, Josef is
buffeted back and forth between comedic courtrooms that do not seem to take their job seriously,
bedridden lawyers who have never succeeded in securing an acquittal and can’t explain the
reasoning of the court themselves, and religious authorities who have little more to offer than
empty platitudes. The systems are ineffable and incomprehensible, a jumbled mass of
contradictory institutions that is as internally inconsistent as it is pointless to an outside observer.
The central thesis of The Trial is summarized in a parable given to Josef K. by a church
father within a cathedral. The parable is entitled ‘Before the Law,’ and was actually published by
Kafka in 1915, a decade before The Trial was released. The story is simple—a man seeks to gain
entrance into the law. The law, in this instance, is represented by a doorway guarded by a
gatekeeper. The man could have walked through at any time, but he decides instead that it is best
to wait to be granted entry. Years then pass, and he never successfully passes through into an
understanding of the law—until finally, right before his death, the door closes:
“Everyone strives after the law,” says the man, “so how is it that in these many years no
one except me has requested entry?”
The gatekeeper sees that the man is already dying and, in order to reach his diminishing
sense of hearing, he shouts at him, “Here no one else can gain entry, since this entrance
was assigned only to you. I am now going to close it. 56
The absurdity of both the parable and The Trial as a whole is one that imposes itself both
upon Josef K. and upon the reader. Just as Josef K. is never permitted to understand the inner
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workings of the system that controls his life, neither are we. Even from our godlike position
outside the pages, the absurdities of Josef K.’s world are just as ineffable to us as they are to
him.57 With the novel’s depiction of the utter impossibility of perceiving meaning in these
systems, it is not a large leap to conclude that such a meaning isn’t there at all.
The result of this constrictive non-understanding is obvious—Josef, and we as readers,
lose our individualism and autonomy in the face of authority that cannot be understood or argued
with. This impenetrability of social absurdity clearly resounded with European existentialist
authors, as numerous works of both philosophical merit and fiction were dedicated to portraying
its brutality. The particular social, governmental, and religious traditions that gave rise to this
pervasive feeling of impotence and loss of control were unique to Europe and give the category
of European absurdity its first defining trait.
2. Urbanization
As prevalent as social, political, and religious traditions are in the European
consciousness, it is only possible for those influences to exist in the particular geographic
landscape and population distribution present on the continent. Just as these structural systems
can deplete one’s sense of individuality and autonomy, so too can the crush of both countries and
people.
In Europe, one can drive for two hours and easily cross the borders of several countries,
each of which has their own unique culture and identity. The flight time from one major
population center to another is usually no more than a few hours (counting time in the airport)
and trains are an equally practicable method of transport. Often, when you reach your
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destination, you will find yourself in a place entirely unlike that which you left, despite its
relative proximity to your home.
When you compress so much diversity and so many centuries of culture into an area only
a few hundred thousand square miles more spacious than America, it can contribute to a feeling
of smallness and insignificance.58 This sensation is only reinforced by the population density of
the European continent, which is home to approximately 748,000,000 people as of 2021,
resulting in a population density almost three times as high as that of the United States.59 What
makes the self-effacing social absurdity of population and cultural density different from system
density is how it imposes itself upon the individual. System density actively tosses a person
about, making it seem as though they are at the mercy of forces beyond their control. The
absurdity of urbanization, however, is similar to the feeling of treading water in an ocean that is
too vast to understand—it is not actively opaque or malevolent like system density—it simply is,
and as a small individual in the face of such overwhelming numbers, the possibility of extracting
any meaning whatsoever from an impersonal ocean is so miniscule as to be functionally
impossible.
Two works that accurately represent the absurdity of urbanization in both social and
personal contexts are Nausea by Jean-Paul Sartre and The Plague by Albert Camus. As
previously mentioned, both of these works were influential in the development of existentialism
and absurdity and are multifaceted in the ways they portray the absurdity affecting their
characters.
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Roquentin, the historian protagonist of Nausea, was previously cited as an example of the
absurdity of the self as he came to understand that the existence of an object, particularly the
roots of a chestnut tree, exist on their own terms before we can impose any essential labels upon
it. What was not touched upon, however, is the degree to which the pressures of both society and
his seeming insignificance affected his perception of himself and the world and contributed to his
dissociation. This social absurdity exists alongside all of the other incongruities that Roquentin
contends with, and can be evaluated on its own terms.
After all, it is not merely inanimate objects that have become untethered from their
presumed essences for Roquentin—the same thing happens to people as well, separating into
existence and essence in a way simultaneously overwhelming and reductive. Crowds of people,
for instance—once individuals imbued with their own personalities, desires, and meaning, are
broken up into disparate flashes of imagery and sensation.60 These people, robbed of their own
coherent individuality, inherently attempt to separate Roquentin from his sense of self by
drowning him in a sea of faceless faces:
I floated, dazed by luminous fogs dragging me in all directions at once. Madeleine came
floating over to take off my overcoat and I noticed she had drawn her hair back and put
on earrings: I did not recognize her. I looked at her large cheeks which never stopped
rushing towards the ears. In the hollow of the cheeks, beneath the cheekbones, there were
two pink stains which seemed very weary on this poor flesh.61
Relationships with this mass of indistinguishable people become undesirable, and when
Roquentin is presented with the opportunity to reconnect with a woman he once knew, the
prospect of the individual connection is staggering and monumental, if ultimately
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disappointing.62 Faced with the reality of his own separation from community and the universe,
Roquentin at first reacts with disbelief, before accepting the conditions of his new reality.
The nausea that Roquentin experiences as a result of the untethering of existence from
essence is dramatic and punchy—it strikes out at the reader, reminding us of both the weight of
the social absurdity around us, and the impact of our perceptions of the world. The absurdity of
the people and the crushing world around Roquentin is always barely hidden, ready to rush out
and charge at any moment. Nowhere is this illustrated more harshly in the novel than at the end,
when Roquentin witnesses a man in whom he has come to confide molest a small boy: "Once I
heard his laugh, a fluted, childish little laugh. It gripped my heart: it seemed as though the two
kids were going to drown a cat. Then the whispers stopped suddenly. This silence seemed tragic
to me: it was the end, the deathblow.”63 The emotional finality of the crime is conveyed in stark,
matter-of-fact, and obvious tones.64 The anonymous crowd, when given action and impetus, is
just as absurd as the disjointed mass of faceless and bodies.
The sense of crushing weight and overwhelming smallness at the eldritch reality of what
lies beyond the veil of our perception is also brought to bear in Camus’s The Plague, albeit in a
slightly different manner. When previously discussed, The Plague was used as an example of
social absurdity, particularly system density. And while there are still plenty of elements of such
absurdism within the text, Camus also relies on the smallness of urbanization and a sense of
numerical drowning to terrify Dr. Rieux and the reader. Like in Nausea, this facet of the text
exists apart from the other pressures the absurdist protagonist faces.
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This effort largely takes the form of the increasing sense of scale and urgency throughout
the novel. At first, when the rats flood the streets, there is a general sense of unease, but not yet
the sensation that something is going horribly wrong:
When leaving his surgery on the morning of April 16, Dr. Bernard Rieux felt something
soft under his foot. It was a dead rat lying in the middle of the landing. On the spur of the
moment, he kicked it to one side and, without giving it a further thought, continued on his
way downstairs. Only when he was stepping out into the street did it occur to him that a
dead rat had no business to be on his landing, and he turned back to ask the concierge of
the building to see to its removal.65
The reality of the situation only sets in as the first human deaths begin to be recorded, in
ever swelling numbers. Soon, hundreds upon hundreds of people are dying as the city of Oran
quickly runs out of medication and finds its hospital capacities overwhelmed, making Dr.
Rieux’s own ability to treat illness seem pointless.
In the face of such abstract amounts of death, people begin to lose their individuality. Dr.
Rieux and his fellow medical workers are forced to retreat into themselves, abstracting away
from the reality of death in order to treat the sick not as people, but as biological machines, no
more than objects. Eventually, even this abstraction fails and the delusion collapses—no longer
then do the doctors even aim to treat, but merely to diagnose and then evacuate before death:
No resource was left him but to tighten the stranglehold on his feelings and harden his
heart protectively. For he knew this was the only way of carrying on. In any case, he had
few illusions left, and fatigue was robbing him of even those remaining few. He knew
that, over a period whose end he could not glimpse, his task was no longer to cure but to
diagnose. To detect, to see, to describe, to register, and then condemn—that was his
present function. 66
Amidst the backdrop of suffering, made possible by the sheer number of people being
affected, the absurdity of the situation can shine through, as Dr. Rieux attempts to swim
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upstream against a tidal wave of contagion and death.67 Throughout the novel, he comports
himself as Camus believed an absurdist hero should—recognizing the futility of his own position
and striving in spite of that. However, this aspect of Dr. Rieux’s character does not invalidate the
other, very real absurdist pressures present in the novel. Oddly, a quote popularly attributed to
Joseph Stalin puts it best: “a single death is a tragedy, a million deaths are a statistic.”
The impact of population density and urbanization upon the European brand of absurdity
is perhaps best understood through the previous metaphor of an ocean. A single person, dropped
in an ocean, will find themselves impotent and powerless until they eventually succumb.
However, as evidenced by the writings of these existentialist authors, the ocean here is not
water—but the crushing weight of other individuals broken into their constituent, meaningless
parts, and a toll of numerical death and suffering that cannot be described in any other way than
absurd. The wave is so massive that it becomes incomprehensible.
3. War
The large number of deaths in The Plague were effectively used by Camus to convey Dr.
Rieux’s sense of impotence in the face of the absurd, a sensation only reinforced by the
additional pressures of confinement and social system density. These themes made the novel
incredibly influential in early conceptions of the absurd and allow it to continue to be relevant in
the era of the COVID-19 pandemic today.68 However, those fictional deaths did not do nearly as
much to bring the European conception of the absurd into full bloom as did the actual, real
deaths and atrocities of World War II.
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The impact of World War II on existentialist philosophy and conceptions of the absurd
cannot be overstated.69 In fact, World War II touched every part of life around the globe, and set
the stage for the modern postwar power structure that we see today. Europe, however, as the site
of the conflict, suffered the most. The trenches from World War I still lingered on the landscape
when Nazi Germany’s military apparatus turned its eyes to conquest, with modern equipment
and tactics. As a result of this shift in warfare, civilian casualties were at least double, and
perhaps triple, the rate of military casualties.70
This aimless, wanton violence, dealt both personally in the streets and impersonally
through bomber planes above, was not unnoticed by the existentialists at the time. The painting
Guernica by Picasso is not considered an inherently existential work, but it captures the
absurdism of death dealt by planes in horrifying, abstracted detail. Similarly, Simone de
Beauvoir’s The Blood of Others makes the suffering feel intimately real as she distills her own
experiences during the Nazi occupation into those of the character Helene.71
It is important to note, however, that the violence of World War II simply built and
reinforced that which was already established during World War I. Chemical weapons and trench
warfare had already convinced many Europeans of the absurdity of modern war, resulting in a
widespread reluctance to confront Nazi Germany until it was too late. This absurdist realization
is poignantly present in the famous poem Dulce et Decorum est by Wilfred Owen, which
explains in horrific detail the aftermath of a gas attack on an exhausted, downtrodden contingent
of soldiers:
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If in some smothering dreams, you too could pace
Behind the wagon that we flung him in,
And watch the white eyes writhing in his face,
His hanging face, like a devil’s sick of sin,
If you could hear, at every jolt, the blood
Come gargling from the froth-corrupted lungs,
Obscene as cancer,
Bitter as the cud
Of vile, incurable sores on innocent tongues,My friend, you would not tell with such high zest
To children ardent for some desperate glory,
The old Lie: Dulce et decorum est
Pro patria mori.72
The unprecedented scale of suffering and death witnessed during the Second World War
merely reinforced what was already known from the First World War, bringing the idea of
absurdity back into a world now more readily accepting of it.
Guernica as a painting represents the firebombing of the eponymous Spanish town of
Guernica on April 26th, 1937, resulting in immense civilian casualties. It has already been
discussed in some detail as an absurdist work, so it shall only be treated briefly here.

* Picasso, Guernica (1937)
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The large size of the canvas and the disorienting aspects of cubism allowed Picasso to
abstract the real suffering of the firebombing into symbol and beyond it, as contorted and
screaming bodies lie engulfed in flames. Just as the monstrosity of the bombing cannot be
understood, so too does the painting defy understanding.73 In this way, by reaching beyond
understanding, the painting highlights the inherent absurdity of war, bringing into visual form
what those who suffered in Europe during the fighting inherently understood—the weapons of
modern war are powerful and indiscriminate, and there is no reason why a bomb should land on
your neighbor’s house, rather than yours. All of the human planning and calculation in the world
cannot compensate for impersonal chance.
Conversely, Simone de Beauvoir’s work The Blood of Others renders the suffering of war
in intimate terms as Jean Blomart waits for his lover Helene to die in the aftermath of a mission
for the French Resistance. The novel is told primarily through flashbacks as we are carried along
on the thread of events that brought them both to Helene’s deathbed.
The primary absurdist tension in the work is between the violence imposed upon the
people of France during the Nazi occupation, and the cruel, harsh, yet necessary work of those
employed in the French Resistance. Both sides engage in acts of violence, by necessity, as they
attempt to further their cause.74 It is tempting to then say that political violence was simply
necessary because the Nazis are universally conceived of as evil, but this neglects to
acknowledge the inherent absurdist tension underneath—both the actions of the Resistance and
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the actions of the Nazis required the use of violent, horrific crimes, though each acted upon
different targets and at different scales.75
Ultimately, the novel presents us with no firm conclusions. Though Helene does die, and
Jean continues to work with the Resistance, the absurd situation that the war has imposed upon
them is left untreated. Instead, through a focus on Helene’s suffering and the prospect that Jean,
as a resistance leader, will have to soon send others to suffer a similar fate, we are left with a
sense of deep discontent and despair.76 This cyclical understanding of war and violence is a
common thread within the central dialogue, only reinforced by the claustrophobic, limiting
parallel construction of the following lines:
“They use the pretext of avoiding war to make you swallow any kind of peace,” said Paul.

“They use the pretext of a revolution to involve us in any kind of war,” said Jardinet.”77
The actions of war always impact real people, and the most that we can do in the face of
such violence is to recognize the existentialist freedom of our actions against the suffering of
others, and our belief in a cause. The realities of war subjugate individuals to the violence,
forcing them to do inhumane and cruel things that defy their own understanding. Even those who
struggled in battle were rarely able to justify the devastation that they caused, experienced, and
witnessed. De Beauvoir herself intended the work to be read in terms of representing absurdity
and other existentialist aspects of life, as she believed that philosophical concepts and theories
are mere formalizations of what is, at first, concrete and real experience.78
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The real, tangible impact of the violence continues to impact Europe today. Many
schools, particularly those in Germany, teach specific and detailed history classes aimed at
preventing fascist ideologies from rising again in order to prevent similar atrocities. Every street
in Paris was once walked upon by Nazi boots, and military installations still dominate the
landscape. Memorials and monuments commemorate the sites of massacres and death marches,
while the real buildings in which such horrific acts were carried out are well-maintained and
presented with the appropriate context. Getting to a concentration camp is not a difficult thing,
and one can feel the air become heavy with the weight of what happened there even as you
approach the gates.
It is that lingering memory of violence and horror that has left a pervasive impact on
European absurdity. It is impossible to consider the absurd in Europe without reliving, to some
degree, what took place all over the continent less than a century ago. The memory of war is a
tangible presence that has a role in every aspect of European life and emphasizes in absurdist
conceptions exactly how both precious and fragile life is. Against this looming backdrop, it is
difficult to even attempt to find meaning within the horrors of the past.
4. Community and Ostracism
The final unique defining trait of European absurdity is the tension between community and
ostracism. As previously mentioned in the discussions of urbanization and system density, the
overwhelming pressure of population and opaque bureaucracies can lead to a sense of social
absurdity and a loss of individualism. At the same time, these qualities in a civilization are not
inherently bad—governments and social organizations certainly help to manage a country, and a
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large population leads to an increase in diversity and culture. Amidst these conflicting impulses
is an inherent desire for community, and a fear of being ostracized.79
This desire for community and a fear of ostracism is relevant to absurdity because it is
often the field upon which absurdist themes play. Some confrontation with the absurd is
necessary to be fulfilled as an existential individual, while a denial of the absurd and acceptance
of preexisting systems is needed for human companionship and cooperation. This tension
between community and ostracism informs an individual’s reaction to the absurd, and is thus
important for understanding the impact that a particular formulation of the absurd has on a
personal level. Dostoevsky’s Notes from Underground, Camus’s The Myth of Sisyphus and The
Stranger, and Kierkegaard’s Fear and Trembling provide us a spectrum of responses to the
community-ostracism tension to analyze for said tension’s impact on absurdist conceptions.
The ideal jumping off point is Notes from Underground, and Dostoevsky’s Underground
Man. The Underground Man is the paragon of someone who has carried his understanding of
absurdity too far, and has completely withdrawn from society as a result. When he attempts to
reintegrate, he finds himself ostracized by others, with whom he fights, and by himself as he
wrestles with his own rejection of societal structures.80 Delivered in an introspective, manifestolike narrative, we can see this rejection at play: “At work, in the office, I tried not to look at
anyone, and I was perfectly aware that my colleagues not only considered me an eccentric, but—
I felt that too—seemed to regard me with a kind of loathing. 81 The balance between social
activity and absurdist identity and individualism has been completely thrown out of balance. No
one envies the Underground Man for this, but he perceives his state of ennui and ostracism as a
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necessary condition—in one of the final lines of the novel, he speaks accusingly towards the
reader for not embarking upon a similar path, claiming that "I have merely carried to an extreme
in my life what you have not dared to carry even halfway.”82 It is from the cautionary tale of the
Underground Man that we can see a desire in European absurdity to not carry itself too far,
preventing individuals from being completely cut off from society.83
A similar perspective is represented in Camus’s The Stranger. A man by the name of
Meursault attends his mother’s funeral, but does not feel grief or exhibit any of the socially
appropriate emotions. Later, he fatally shoots a man who threatens him with a knife, and is
arrested and tried for the crime. During the trial, it is repeatedly emphasized how little Meursault
adhered by society’s rules, particularly regarding his mother’s funeral.
But the prosecutor rose to his feet again, adjusted his robe, and declared that only
someone with the naivete of his esteemed colleague could fail to appreciate that between
these two sets of facts [the lack of remorse at his mother’s funeral and the murder he
later committed] there existed a profound, fundamental, and tragic relationship.
“Indeed,” he loudly proclaimed, “I accuse this man of burying his mother with crime in
his heart!” This pronouncement seemed to have a strong effect on the people in the
courtroom.84
Though Meursault’s actions during the murder were ambiguous enough that he could
have gotten off with a light sentence, he is instead condemned to be publicly guillotined. Later,
when the opportunity for a pardon presents itself, Meursault actively rejects it, believing that the
systems of society were unfit to judge him in the first place. In this way, Meursault is
extraordinarily similar to the Underground Man—he is cast out from society because he
embraces individuality and the absurd too greatly, disregarding the standards that allow for
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community in the process. In 1955, Camus would make the subtext of The Stranger explicit with
a note in his journal—“…the hero of my book is condemned because he does not play the
game.”85 It is clear in both The Stranger and Notes from Underground that too radical a
departure from socially acceptable norms will be met with ostracism and suffering.
It is telling, conversely, that there is a lack of existentially important novels with central
characters who simply ignore the absurd and buy into the systems wholeheartedly. These
characters do exist, but they are largely used to draw negative contrasts between themselves and
the protagonists. For instance, Zarathustra roundly criticizes priests, wise men, and teachers of
virtue throughout Thus Spoke Zarathustra, while the Well-Read Man in Nausea turns out to be a
child molester. The lack of such characters indicates that the authors did not feel a need to
explain why completely buying into existing systems was a poor choice—for them, the reality of
life in Europe involved necessarily confronting the absurd. These writers did, at least, offer a
positive middle ground forward.
This ideal approach to reconciling ourselves with universal absurdity is found in a
collaboration of ideas between Kierkegaard and Camus. In 1849, Kierkegaard laid out the three
proper qualities essential for an Absurd Man to live well in the introduction to The Sickness Unto
Death. The first quality is a rejection of suicide as an escape from the absurd—after all,
existential thought holds that death is no more inherently meaningful than life. Second, one must
reject the idea of rescue from a higher power—though God may exist, it is not through God’s
existence alone that meaning is imposed upon the universe. Finally, one may accept the absurd
as an unchangeable fact of existence and choose to live on in spite of that.86
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These three features of the Absurd Man were popularized and best explained in Camus’s
The Myth of Sisyphus—easily the most influential existentialist writing of all time. Throughout
the work, Camus explores different avenues that philosophers have used to overcome the absurd,
either by appealing to religion or reason to imbue the universe with meaning. In each instance, he
rejects their solutions because the absurd is something that cannot be overcome—as an inherent
principle of the human condition, its existence is undeniable.87 Camus agrees with Kierkegaard
that suicide and meaning-imposing religion must both be rejected, but differs in how he believes
one should live after that rejection as one now fully experiences the freedom and passion of
choice: 88
The absurd man thus catches sight of a burning and frigid, transparent and limited
universe in which nothing is possible but everything is given, and beyond which all is
collapse and nothingness. He can then decide to accept such a universe and draw from it
his strength, his refusal to hope, and the unyielding evidence of a life without
consolation.89
While Kierkegaard turns to faith, an approach Camus wholeheartedly rejected, Camus
offers up the story of the titular Sisyphus, eternally condemned to rolling a boulder up a
mountain in Tartarus because he cheated death. Sisyphus is likened in this way to all of
humanity, partaking in systems and rituals that lack inherent meaning, cause suffering, and will
never change. However, because Sisyphus is able to recognize the absurdity of not only the
systems and rituals, but also the suffering that results from them, as Camus puts it, “one must
imagine Sisyphus happy.”90 Camus ultimately concludes that the ideal life for a fully recognized
Absurd Man is one in which they recognize the futility of their actions and choose to live to the
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fullest in spite of that. In this way, they avoid the ostracism of the Underground Man and
Meursault, retaining membership in a community while recognizing the absurdity of said
community.
This final influential trait in European absurdity is that of the tension between community
and ostracism. It is impossible to fully commit to community, because it is impossible to deny
the existence of the absurd. At the same time, there is a fear of ostracism should one choose to
embrace the absurd too greatly and deviate too far from the norms that allow for the smooth
operation of society. Instead, the ideal path forward is to accept the absurd as an unchangeable
aspect of existence, and choose to live on well in spite of that.
Taken together, these four traits create a uniquely European absurdity, premised on the
claim that the universe completely lacks inherent meaning. This appraisal of the universe as
being devoid of meaning is one made as a result of the sociological pressures facing these
absurdist authors—impersonal systems, crushing populations and urbanization, and abhorrent
violence present themselves as amalgamations so devoid of personability that the very existence
of meaning within them seems impossible. It is the most that once can do to balance their
confrontation of the absurd with their acceptance of it, so that they may balance the tension
between community and ostracism and continue to live a good life.
B. American Absurdity
The genera of the absurd is defined as the gap between mankind’s desire to understand
the universe, and the impossibility of understanding the universe. The pressures European
existentialists faced led to their conceptualization of the absurd as reflecting a total lack of
inherent meaning in the universe. However, the American brand of absurdity was developed
under different pressures, and as such conceives of absurdity in a unique way. Instead of
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claiming that the universe is devoid of meaning, the American species of absurdity claims that
the human ability to conceive of and understand the universe is so lacking and impotent that,
even if there were meaning to it, we would not be able to understand it. This shift of focus from
the lack of meaning in the universe to the lack of ability to understand such meaning is a result of
the distinct social and cultural pressures present in the United States that could not be found in
Europe.
Similar to European absurdity, the American species of the absurd has been influenced by
four cultural, social, and geographic pressures that were unique to the time and space of the
postwar Beat generation. By the time the Beats began to write, the European brand of absurdity
already existed, and was being exported to the United States—as such, the aforementioned
characteristics of European absurdity had an undeniable influence on the literary developments
of the time.91 However, it is even more powerful then when we recognize how the Beats
accepted some principles of existentialism and rejected others, modifying and altering their
notion of the absurd to better reflect the pressures that they were facing.
As a result of this deliberate shift, and the fact that the concepts of existentialism and the
absurd were first developed in Europe, the traits of American absurdity often find themselves in
a polar opposite position compared to the qualities of European absurdity. For instance, instead
of being bounded by other countries and tightly packed social groups, the constant westward
expansion of the United States, along with the Californian dream, provided a manifest destinylike impetus to impose one’s will on the world instead of fitting into a predetermined mold. The
inverse of urbanization is simply rurality and space—the population density of the United States
is far less than that of Europe, contributing to a greater feeling of freedom of movement.
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Furthermore, the United States did not bear the physical marks of World War I and II in the same
way that Europe did—operating at some remove from the conflict, civilians in the United States
did not understand the brutality of the conflict as intimately as Europeans did. While the violence
and trauma that American servicemen experienced on foreign battlefields was real and
legitimate, this did not translate into such an understanding for civilians, who typically conceived
of war as more distant. Even when authors had direct personal experience of war, they had
difficulty conveying it to other citizens without resorting to metaphor and abstraction. Finally,
American absurdity is trademarked by the tension of individualism and alienation from others as
opposed to the community and ostracism of Europe. Taken together, these traits emphasize an
individual’s smallness before the universe in a way that the European pressures did not. And,
like European absurdity, American absurdity has its own conceptual existence apart from the
sociological conditions that allowed for its creation.
These poignant, deliberate deviations from traditional European absurdity marked the
advent of American absurdity as its own special conceptual flavor. The shifts were conscious,
and can be found throughout the writings of both the Beats and later poets and authors. Each of
these traits will be analyzed in turn, before drawing both European and American absurdity
together for a final, fully informed comparison.
1. System Space
In Europe, powerful systems of government, religion, and social order have held sway
over their citizens for centuries. Throughout the history of America, however, there have never
been any systems that rose to the same level of pervasiveness or control. As a result of this, the
national mythos of the United States emphasizes themes such as libertarianism, capitalism, and
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rugged individualism.92 Instead of critiquing or reforming social systems, American absurdity
instead aims to escape from them. This craving for freedom had been found in American culture
from the beginning and was given new life and influence once the Beat Generation became
appraised of European existential ideas.
However, there are two conditions that must be appended to my claim of an open
American system space. The first is that religious thought has always been very influential in
American culture and continues to be so in the present day.93 However, since America is largely
Protestant, there was never the culturally dominating nationwide prevalence of the organized
system of priests and bishops found in the Catholic and Orthodox churches.
The second disclaimer is related to Native Americans. For the White settlers who
populated North America beginning in the 17th centuries and expanded westwards, it truly
seemed as though there were no civilized systems in place, allowing them the freedom to create
their own. This was, of course, incorrect—Native Americans had complex societies and rules
that had existed for centuries before the arrival of European settlers. As European colonists, and
eventually the United States itself, expanded west, the systems that the settlers created in the
space they perceived as empty displaced many of the Native American systems and traditions.
This was a tragedy, and could be discussed in its own paper—but for our purposes, the important
feature of westward expansion is that the system space was believed to be empty.94
It was with such a belief in manifest destiny and American exceptionalism that the infant
United States pushed westward, pioneering and colonizing throughout the center of the country
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and finally settling on the West Coast. The ideal of the rugged American spirit, cowboys, and
making your own way in a natural lawless setting, where the only thing you have to fight against
is the world itself, has remained a part of American culture since, and has manifested in writings
as myriad as One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest by Ken Kesey, Howl by Allen Ginsberg, and
Revolutionary Road by Richard Yates.
Kesey published One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest in 1962, and it immediately had an
impact on the counterculture movement of the 60’s. Drawing on his personal experience having
volunteered for government experiments involving the usage of drugs such as LSD, the novel
has often been referenced as a scathing indictment of a psychiatric system that treats its patients
as animals, rather than people.95 However, the individualist, anti-system themes of the work are
no less poignant.
The systems that constrain and limit the psychiatric patients are given the collective
nickname of ‘The Combine’ by the patient who narrates the novel, a Native American named
Chief Bromden. The Combine is personified by Nurse Ratched, who controls the patients
through subtle and insidious methods, often promising them rewards instead of threatening them
with harsh discipline. Eventually, they are lulled into such a false sense of security that they no
longer feel any desire to escape the hospital and rejoin life outside of the grey walls. The
introduction of the chaotic character of McMurphy into this environment upsets the carefully
balanced artificial reality, as his individualism, personality, and pranks disrupt the pattern of
control Nurse Ratched had established.
Instead of critiquing or willfully participating in the rules of the hospital, McMurphy’s
only goal is to break free from the systems around him and live his life on his own terms—a
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clear manifestation of American absurdity.96 The absurdity is amplified by the pervasive, allencompassing nature of the system, but is derived primarily from the existence of the system
itself, as evidenced by phrases like “You had a choice: you could either strain and look at things
that appeared in front of you in the fog, painful as it might be, or you could relax and lose
yourself.” 97 There are hints throughout the novel that many of the people within the institution
do not really need to be there are all—the power of Nurse Ratched, therefore, is represented as
tenuous and artificial. Still, despite this rejection of systems, McMurphy is forcefully
lobotomized before being suffocated by a pillow as an act of mercy—all of his willful
individualism collapsed impotently before a world that he could not begin to stand up to.
A similar rejection of any controlling system whatsoever can be found in Allen
Ginsberg’s poem Howl, considered by many to be the manifesto of the Beat Generation. Within
the thumping, screaming, relentless lines, we can find the ethos of Beat culture—feeling lost,
faceless, and empty within the bounds of American society, they instead sought liberation and
joy in the counterculture movement of sex and drugs.98 The poem is brutal and obscene, detailing
in no uncertain terms exactly how the Beats felt—as though they had called out society for the
absurdities inherent within it, and had been thoroughly rejected because of that truth. The most
damning indictment within the poem is Ginsberg’s identification of American society with
Moloch in the second section. Moloch, a deity mentioned in the bible as requiring child
sacrifices, is compared to America’s lust for power, oil, factories, and bureaucracy.
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Moloch whose love is endless oil and stone! Moloch whose soul is electricity and banks!
Moloch whose poverty is the specter of genius! Moloch whose fate is a cloud of sexless
hydrogen! Moloch whose name is the Mind!
Moloch in whom I sit lonely! Moloch in whom I dream Angels! Crazy in Moloch!
Cocksucker in Moloch! Lacklove and manless in Moloch! 99
On its surface, the rejection of systems found within Howl appears similar to that of
European absurdity, because both conceptions lead to the destruction of the individual. The key
difference is in how the Beat authors responded to that absurdity—following the American ethos
of system creation in empty space, they aimed not to reform culture, but to create their own
counterculture in the open field of the 1960s. The social anxiety lurking beneath the divergent
American and European system absurdities may have been similar, but the environment created
by American culture changed the way in which the Beats perceived the absurdity and responded
to it. While European thinkers would have rejected the idea that any meaning could be found in
the universe, the Beats were willing to strive in search of that meaning, even if they ultimately
fell short.
The rejection of systems continues intimately within Richard Yates’s Revolutionary
Road. Published in 1962, it brings the absurdity of social systems into an idyllic suburban
household, as we watch the marriage of Frank and April Wheeler crumble under the pressures of
society as they feel the love and enjoyment they once experienced together drain away, and a
deep-rooted discontent with the social order of the 1950’s sinks in. In a desperate attempt to
resuscitate the passion, Frank begins having an affair, and April proposes moving to Paris.
However, these attempts to define themselves apart from their societally prescribed roles
continue to fail, as Frank begins to identify more and more with his mundane office job, and
April begins to reflect on what she wants from life after conceiving another child. The marriage
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ends in death and bloodshed, a hauntingly critical look at the white-picket fence societies of the
stereotypically idyllic 1950’s. Notably, the solution to the absurdity of society is not reform or
acceptance, but self-redefinition and escape as Frank and April try to define themselves as
individuals apart from how they were conditioned to be during their upbringings100—an
individualistic ethic captured in the following phrase: “If you wanted to do something absolutely
honest, something true, it always turned out to be a thing that had to be done alone.” 101
Systems have always been judged and criticized in America, and the national mythos of
settlers, pioneers, and even the Declaration of Independence have contributed to an atmosphere
in which the creation of one’s own system is perceived as a just and rational response to the
pressures of society. Though the system space is no longer nearly as empty as it once was due to
the increase in governmental and corporate influence, the impact of such a mythical space on
both the American conception of the absurd and our response to it is undeniable. Within this
understanding, there is a presumption that the system space around us remains open, ready for us
to impose meaning and understanding upon it. However, as illustrated by McMurphy in One
Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest, there remains the unnerving and ever-present possibility that all of
our efforts to understand and create will come up short.
2. Rurality
While a conceptually empty system space has undeniably influenced the traits of
American absurdity, the actual empty space of the national geography has been no less
impactful. Indeed, physical space has been one of the defining traits of the American identity
ever since Lewis and Clark set out to map the land that lay before them.
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There has never been a shortage of land in America—though a similar proportion of
citizens live in urban areas to Europe, it is the space between those population centers that lends
America its unique sense of wide open possibilities.102 Compared to Europe, the population of
America is a measly 330,000,000. It is possible to drive for hours down lonely roads without
encountering a single town, and to spend an entire tank of gas getting from one end of California
to the other. It is not feasible to take a train from New York to LA, and even flying takes over six
hours. Comparatively speaking, flying from London to Moscow takes four and a half. The sense
of space and natural majesty found in the United States is so great that the most sophisticated
National Park system in the world was instituted to ensure that people could experience nature in
all of its glory, protected from encroaching developers.
It is this overwhelming sense of space, and the irreplicable sensation of both progress and
futility that one feels while traveling within it that has been instrumental, above all, in
developing the notion of American absurdity.103 Traveling within this space, infinitely small with
nothing but a gas engine and four wheels, the very prospect of being able to understand the world
seems distant and impossible. With the integration of the interstate system and car culture into
mainstream society, the seemingly infinite space of America became a canvas upon which the
Beat writers painted their ideals for their generation—and no writer embraced the spirit of the
open road more than Jack Kerouac. Amidst his semi-autobiographical tales of sex, drugs, and
debauchery, there are unique thematic and textural features of his writing that clearly show the
influence of the absurdity of space and empty possibility upon his mind. The one work that
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stands head and shoulders above the rest as representing this absurd theme is the seminal On the
Road.
On the Road is a novel that, from the very beginnings, thrives on a sense of movement
and space, a sense that is conveyed through both narrative and word choice, as well as the very
way in which the book itself was written. Famously, the original text of the book was written
over three weeks in 1951 on a single continuous scroll of paper, stretching to approximately 120
feet of single-spaced text, without paragraph or section breaks. Reading the original version is
quite literally a journey, without the interruptive breaks of blank space or turning a page as in the
traditional codex form of the novel.104
The sense of literary motion continues through the central character of Sal Paradise, the
protagonist loosely based on Kerouac himself. In various vehicles, often packed full with other
members of the Beat Generation, Sal travels from New York to San Francisco, New Orleans,
Denver, Chicago, Detroit, Washington DC, through Texas and down to Mexico City, making
dozens of other stops and trips along the way. The story isn’t content to remain in one place for
too long, a discontent that lay in the author’s fingers as much as it did in the character of Sal
Paradise himself. Many novels that involve journeys are straightforward—consider Tolkien’s
The Hobbit or Lord of the Rings, or even Cormac McCarthy’s The Road—in each of these
works, there was a destination that the characters were seeking. For Sal, there is no such
destination—the only motivation is the seeking of something beyond what can be found where
he is. It’s an intellectual and emotional pursuit, combining the promise of what lies ahead with
the loss of what is being left behind—a tension that Keraouc masterfully articulates as follows:
“What is that feeling when you’re driving away from people and they recede on the plain till you
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see their specks dispersing? – it’s the too-huge world vaulting us, and it’s good-bye. But we lean
forward to the next crazy venture beneath the skies.”105 There is no guarantee or promise that
there is any understanding or reality anywhere over the horizon, but it is still something worth
pursuing, simply on the off-chance that one may be successful in discovering something new.
It is in that sense of space and a quest for something else that the absurdist influences of
the highway in On the Road become apparent. There is a belief, deeply held by Sal and many
other characters in the novel, that there is something magical about the space of the country and
the travel itself.106 Beauty exists in strange cracks, through bus windows and beneath New Jersey
piers—traveling throughout a space that makes one so insignificant is itself an embracing of the
absurd. Searching for freedom and happiness requires a confrontation with the absurd. It is the
traveling itself that impacts the American species of the absurd—endlessly reduced by the
landscape into a moving speck, the limits of one’s own inability to appraise and understand the
universe are imposed upon the individual and their sense of scale and self-conception. Just as
Sisyphus infinitely rolling his boulder up the mountain is absurd, so too is the endless journey
from coast to coast and back again, across a space so vast that it cannot be understood, and in
fact rejects understanding. While European absurdity rejects the possibility of the universe
having meaning, the very geography of the United States rejects the possibility of a person ever
being able to understand the country, much less the universe, if there was any meaning there to
begin with. The sheer vastness of the land is incomprehensible, even apart from how that space
implies the absurd. The absurdist hope of On the Road is perhaps best summarized by Howard
Cunnell, in a short piece entitled Fast This Time: Jack Kerouac and the Writing of On the Road:
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What is electrifying about the novel is the idea that God, self-realization, and a
transforming freedom are out there, through the window where you sit confined at school
or at work, maybe where the city ends or just over that next hill. This makes the heart
thump and blood beat in your ears. A religious seeker and a writer of dreams and visions,
Kerouac is a source in that sense, if you are fixed on seeking answers, and once that kind
of light goes on in your house it’s likely to stay on and you’ll always be looking. 107
Once again, the metaphor of the ocean is useful for understanding the impact that a sense
of rurality and space has had on the American conception of the absurd. In Europe, individuals
felt insignificant due to the overwhelming crush of civilizations and people, compressed into an
area so tightly that the very notion of individualism began to fade and the features of bodies and
faces began to lose their coherence. In America, that same notion of insignificance and smallness
is imposed by the geography of the country itself.108 If one stood in the center of the Great
Plains, it is possible that you would be the only person, and indeed the only prominent feature of
the land from horizon to horizon. Suspended between the open expanse of the blue sky and the
golden ripples of a wheat field, standing next to a majestic Sequoia, or hiking through the dark,
claustrophobic pine forests of Oregon will make one feel absurdly small indeed. There is no
better argument for an inability to understand the universe than one made by the universe itself.
3. Peace
Along with the sense of profound smallness imparted by the landscape, the isolationist
geography of the United States has allowed for over a hundred and fifty years of nearuninterrupted local peace, in which all major battles were fought overseas. While European
countries were being squeezed by great powers on all sides, America was protected by expansive
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oceans and secure borders with the neighbor nations of Canada and Mexico, who could not hope
to challenge the United States economically or militarily.
Indeed, the last extensive war to be fought on the United States mainland was the Civil
War, from 1861 to 1865. While there were smaller scale wars involving the displacement of the
Native Americans and territorial expansion after this time period, those engagements did not
nearly reach to the same magnitude of importance as the Civil War. However, over time, the
memory of the Civil War has faded—there are now none alive who directly recall it or the brutal
violence that it contained. An understanding of the true physical absurdity of war has been lost,
as generations of Americans now no longer have experiences or cultural traditions reflecting the
immense human and moral cost of war.109 Even during the Civil War, casualties were largely
limited to actively enrolled military personal, at a rate of 650,000 military deaths to 50,000
civilian—a marked difference from the exponential increase in civilian casualties of the world
wars.110
The only time in recent memory in which the reality of war has been thrust into the
American psyche was during the terrorist attacks on September 11th, 2001. The unexpected
nature of the attacks, the way in which terrorists deliberately turned the superiority of American
aviation against the nation, the location of the attacks in New York—a critical part of United
States culture—and the incomprehensible images broadcast in full color television all imparted
upon citizens of America a profound and deeply disconcerting sense of impotence, danger, and
insignificance.111
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Americans responded to the pervasive trauma in a number of ways, both admirable and
abhorrent—increased patriotism, community service, and a greater focus on family were paired
with xenophobia and expensive, misdirected wars.
Other than the single impactful event of 9/11 and the rising threats posed by Russia and
China, however, citizens in the United States currently live in an era of unprecedented stability
and peace. This has led to a conception of the absurd violence of war as something that exists far
away, on the other side of the world, and a rendering in literature of existential military threats as
abstract. War is not understood in the United States as a shared, collective, social experience that
physically tears apart neighborhood streets and the families that live there. Instead, war and
violence are problems for other people—there are no constant, ubiquitous physical scars on the
landscape of the country that remind us of how fragile the social order is. There are memorials
and monuments, but not mass graves.
The impact of war on America, such as it is, has been far more psychological than
physical. Veterans returning from overseas often brought bodily and psychological scars of battle
that profoundly affected the rest of their lives—however, the hometowns that they returned to
saw nothing of the same physical damage that ravaged European cities. Despite the constant
glorification of war in movies, serious literature and film on the issue has largely taken a
psychologically absurdist tone—notably including Kubrick’s Dr. Strangelove and Vonnegut’s
Slaughterhouse-Five. This psychological focus emphasizes aspects of the human condition that
make it impossible to claim to understand the universe—constant bickering, insanity, and a
failure to grasp the reality of distant war combine to reinforce the limits of human reason. This
limit to our understanding marks American absurdity as a concept marked by a recognition of
our own limitations.
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Dr. Strangelove or: How I Learned to Stop Worrying
and Love the Bomb, is considered by many to be the
quintessential absurdist, black comedy, anti-war film. The plot
is simple—the Base Commander Jack Ripper buys into
conspiracy theories about communists and takes matters into
his own hands, using a secret emergency protocol to launch a
nuclear strike against Russia. The remainder of the film is
concerned with the governments and militaries of Russia and
the United States trying to take down the planes before they
drop their payload, which would trigger an automatic
counterattack by an undisclosed Russian superweapon and
make the surface of the Earth uninhabitable.
The absurdity of war here is neither physical, nor real. The consequences of the nuclear
strike are discussed, but never shown, as the film famously ends with footage of nuclear tests
over Vera Lynn’s rendition of “We’ll Meet Again.” Instead, the mad psychology of war is
played up and exaggerated to such extreme levels that it becomes simultaneously humorous and
terrifying. The overly informal way in which the Russian and American presidents speak with
each other and the futile actions of the few sane individuals who want to avert nuclear
Armageddon combine to create an atmosphere so mockingly improbable that it is terrifying to
think that it could easily be real—a manifestation of the nuclear anxiety that infected every layer
of both government and society.112 This contradiction between the human ability to control our
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fates and the sheer destructive randomness of the universe is best highlighted by the fluid-based
conspiracies of Base Commander Jack D. Ripper:
But today war is too important to be left to the politicians. They have neither the time, the
training, nor the inclination for strategic thought. I can no longer sit back and allow
Communist infiltration, Communist indoctrination, Communist subversion, and the
international Communist conspiracy to sap and impurify all of our precious bodily
fluids.113
All it takes for the world to end is for one person to lose their grip on reality. The
absurdity the film conveys, then, is not that of intimate or real violence, but instead how human
fallibility and infighting can so easily lead to destruction.114 Even at the conclusion, as the world
is ending, General Buck Turgidson is occupied with how to maintain American security against
the Soviets when the survivors crawl out from underground into a ruined world after the
radiation has dissipated. In shockingly clear terms, it is made obvious how ill-equipped people
are to set aside their biases and self-centeredness to engage with the realities of the world:
It’d be extremely naïve of us to imagine that these new developments are gonna cause
any change in Soviet expansionist policy!
I mean, we must be increasingly on the alert to prevent them from taking over other mine
shaft space in order to breed more prodigiously than we do thus knocking us out through
superior numbers when we emerge!
Mr. President, we must not allow a mine shaft gap!115
Taking these same psychological war themes and bringing them down to an individual
level is Kurt Vonnegut’s most well-known work, Slaughterhouse-Five. The book is a
masterwork of science fiction and anti-war rhetoric—a genre and a theme that are not typically
seen as meshed together. These component parts are as absurd in relation to each other as they
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are to the work the book describes. In a story grounded in Vonnegut’s real experiences as a
German prisoner-of-war during the firebombing of Dresden, the fantastical alien abductions stick
out like a sore thumb—just as the aliens are absurd, so too was the firebombing.
This point is most thoroughly driven in by the protagonist, Billy Pilgrim’s, sense of
becoming “un-un-stuck in time,” allowing him to experience multiple parts of his life
simultaneously and out of order.
Billy says that he first came unstuck in time in 1944, long before his trip to
Tralfamadore… The umpire had comical news. The congregation had been theoretically
spotted from the air by a theoretical enemy. They were all theoretically dead now. They
theoretical corpses laughed and ate a hearty noontime meal. 116
These radical shifts in perspective occur at several points throughout the novel, often
reflecting Billy’s increasingly difficult battle with post-traumatic stress disorder. In this way,
Vonnegut uses the imagery of becoming unstuck in time to convey the psychological impact of
war to a country and a culture that lacks the context to understand him directly.117 One does not
need the metaphor of becoming unstuck in time and watching the scroll of history wind up and
unfurl over and over again if one had actually lived through the atrocities of war. The mere
presence of the metaphor as a distillation of Vonnegut’s experience reflects how little
comprehension the American public had of the physical and psychological realities of war.
Lacking this understanding, and with additional attention paid to the limits of human
understanding, it is little wonder that American absurdity emphasizes the inherent boundaries of
comprehension more than the European species.
The European understanding of the absurdity of war is intimate, physical, and real, as
people are surrounded by constant material and cultural reminders of the scars that World War II
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left upon the continent. The modern American absurdity of war is comparatively distant—war
has always been something distant, happening to other people, in other places. As such, it makes
the violence easier to both justify and glorify. The servicemen who returned from World War II,
Korea, and Vietnam with bodily and mental wounds provide a rare window into the suffering
caused by such violence; however, these lasting injuries are often disregarded, and not
experienced by many others apart from these same veterans and their families.
Instead, when veterans such as Vonnegut aim to convey the lasting psychological impact
that war has had on them, they resort to extreme metaphor and abstraction instead of simple
biographical narrative. War is rendered absurd not through the impact of its brutal and senseless
violence, but through an absurdist representation of the psychological states that both make war
possible, and are made possible by war. American absurdity is therefore marked by an absence
of war, and a sense of psychological impotence—actual, physical war, to the degree that it is
relevant for the vast majority of citizens, is treated distantly and psychologically. This focus on
limitations is very similar to that conveyed by the sense of geographical space in Kerouac’s
work, a unifying thread within the American species of absurdity.
4. Individualism and Alienation
Finally, existing at the crossroads of the previous influences on American absurdity, is
the tension between a desire for individualism and a fear of alienation. Compared to the
conditions of existence in Europe, which necessitate being a member of society and participating
in it fully, the American way of life allows for much greater individual development, which
entails a certain degree of absurdist anxiety.118 An open system space, a large geographic space
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over which to roam, and an atmosphere of peace in which survival was possible without relying
on your community were all necessary conditions for the formation of an absurd tension between
individualism and alienation.119
Like the tension between community and ostracism in Europe, the tension between
individualism and alienation in America is one that results from the particular way in which the
concept of absurdity is conceived. The tensions are a result of the particular societal pressures
surrounding individuals, and are useful for evaluating cultural responses to the different species
of the absurd across time.
As previously mentioned, the national mythos of America was founded upon the concept
of individualism. This is evident in both the conception of the Founding Fathers as radicals who
broke away from the dominant, mainstream subservience to England, and in the elevation of
pioneers and cowboys to the status of folk heroes—developments that were only accelerated by
the innovation and subsequent widespread popularity of film.120 However, the natural
consequence of too much individualism is alienation, as one feels that society is no longer a
hospitable place capable of empathy and understanding. There are many different understandings
of what alienation is, including that popularized by Karl Marx—for our purposes here, alienation
is best defined as the sense of being isolated from a meaningful community. Instead of fearing
conscious ostracism, as the Europeans did, the isolation imposed upon individuals in America is
primarily an absurdity of the self, even in the face of other social and natural absurdities. This
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tension is represented in many pieces of literature—two prominent ones being Go by Holmes,
and Less than Zero by Ellis.
John Clellon Holmes’s Go is not the most paradigmatic novel of the Beat Generation;
however, it was the first. Published in 1952, it introduced the world to the particular blend of
desperation and discontent native to the Beats—like many later works, it was semiautobiographical, with many pseudonyms used in a paper-thin effort to mask the real identities of
those the novel portrays. The setting of New York, as described by Holmes, is an underworld of
sex, drugs, and clubs in which many of the side characters are attempting to forge their own
identities.121
The sole outlier is Paul Hobbes, Holmes’s stand-in, who is attempting to balance the
individualistic lives of those he enjoys spending time with and the domestic tranquility of his
marriage to his wife Kathryn. Throughout the pages, as Holmes struggled with the temptation of
amplifying his individuality through hedonism, he is constantly drawn back by the reassuring
presence of Kathryn. Despite his marriage falling on hard times due to infidelity from both
partners, the comfort of sacrificing some degree of individualism is ultimately presented as the
better option as Hobbes’s friend group begins to collapse—those who were supremely and
ultimately individual are dysfunctional, and wind up alienated or dead.122 For Holmes, social
norms are inescapable, and individualism that leads to alienation is no more functional than
simply accepting those norms—extreme individualism is no more than “the idiotic industry of an
ant building his hill in the path of a glacier, and imagining that he is free.”123 American absurdity
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recognizes the inherent limitations of an individual’s ability to understand the universe, but the
culture of the United States continues to encourage people to go out in pursuit of potential
meanings. Here, Holmes draws boundaries around the value of that pursuit, recognizing that too
much individualism results in an inability to continue with the social relationships that make life
enjoyable.
This theme of alienation is harnessed and amplified upon in Less Than Zero by Bret
Easton Ellis. Published in 1985, more than thirty years after Go, it touches upon the exact same
absurdities and anxieties—albeit in Los Angeles, instead of New York. The college student Clay
returns to Los Angeles for his winter break, and watches as he feels himself becoming
progressively alienated within the individualistic, hedonistic culture around him.
As the debauchery increases to criminal levels, Clay tries to stand up for himself and
declare that some actions are simply not right; however, the very idea of ‘rightness’ has ceased to
have meaning for the other partiers, and Clay can feel the concept losing meaning for himself as
well.124 This loss is amplified by occasional flashbacks to Clay’s childhood, before his family
had been torn apart and he had grown up into a harsh, selfish, and uncaring social reality. At the
spectacle of losing himself to individualism and brutal hedonism, Clay withdraws back towards
social structures. The deep-seated anxiety of losing his grounding is best exemplified by the
repeating motif of a billboard that simply says “Disappear Here.” The individual disappearing
into himself at the cost of morality and those around him is clearly portrayed as undesirable.
I come to a red light, tempted to go through it, then stop once I see a billboard sign that I
don’t remember seeing and I look up at it. All it says is ‘Disappear Here’ and even
though it’s probably an ad for some resort, it still freaks me out a little and I step on the
gas really hard and the car screeches as I leave the light. 125
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In Europe, the ethic of community and the fear of ostracism pull people towards each
other and society. The cultural pressure is for adherence to a social norm, and ostracism is what
results from not adhering to that norm. In America, though community pressure exists, the ethic
of individualism is far stronger. This pushes people away from social norms, and alienation is
what results when that impulse go too far. While the European absurdity is ultimately a fear of
becoming too much of society that you lose yourself, the American absurdity is a fear of
becoming so much of an individual that you lose society and the ability to actualize oneself
within it. In both species of absurdity, the possibility of losing valuable relationships is
recognized as undesirable—the defining characteristic is how the tension between others and the
self is conceived of. In European absurdity, one struggles away from society and towards
individualism, while fearing the ostracism resulting from going too far. In American absurdity,
the cultural impulse towards individual self-actualization must be balanced with productive
engagement with society.
It is notable that, to the best of my knowledge, no American author has aimed to
reformulate Camus and Kierkegaard’s recommendations for reconciling this absurd tension. The
three traits of the Absurd Man—rejecting suicide, rejecting a higher power, and embracing
absurdity as a critical facet of life—apply in North America as much as they do in Europe,
though the particular brand of absurdity that must be reconciled is undeniably incommensurably
different.
V.

Mutual Incomprehension

Through the use of literary analysis across time, it is now clear that the European and
American conceptions of absurdity have been influenced by system density, population density
and geography, their experiences with war, and the anxious tensions resulting from these factors
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in unique and distinguishable ways. These traits have led to citizens of these countries and
continents to conceive of the absurd differently, a distinction that has an impact in both how
individuals appraise the philosophy of existentialism and how they react to it. As established
previously, our threshold for incommensurability as a result of this is as follows: one concept of
absurdity must have a characteristic that, by definition, the other kind does not. The overall
definition of the absurd is simply the incongruity between human attempts to understand the
world, and the world’s inability to be understood.
The first trait distinction is in European system density versus American system space. In
Europe, Thus Spoke Zarathustra and The Trial by Nietzsche and Camus, respectively, portray
the immense weight that religious, political, and social systems place on individuals living
among them. The systems are omnipresent, omnipotent, and incomprehensible to an individual.
Those who then adhere themselves to such systems run the very real risk of losing themselves to
the structure. These structures are ineffable, and the very possibility of meaning existing within
them seems lost in a maze of contradictory bureaucracies and impulses.
In the United States, meanwhile, the national myth of open system space has inspired in
American hearts a belief in individualism and complete rebellion from systems of all kinds.
While European writers would admit of the necessity of some systems, American authors were
more likely to reject them entirely, as evidenced in Kesey’s One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest,
Ginsberg’s Howl, and Yates’s Revolutionary Road. American individuals were more likely to be
encouraged to create their own systems, and to go in search of a meaning that may or may not
even be there. Though systems are an undeniable part of life in both America and Europe, the
way in which these systems are conceived of is radically different. This creates a notable split in
conceptual absurdities—the notion of the individual in European absurdity shrinks, while in
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American absurdity it is elevated to almost mythic proportions. At this stage of distinction, it is
tempting to think that American absurdity is somewhat more hopeful than European absurdity, or
perhaps not an absurdity at all.
That hope is quickly drowned by the next trait distinction, which results in similar
feelings of insignificance, inability, and impotence on both sides of the Atlantic. The geographic
and population density of Europe had lent the continental consciousness a sense of closeness and
proximity. It is possible to go everywhere important, and do everything important, with relative
ease. However, that same convenience becomes overwhelming as European authors remark on
how the crush of people and proximity results in a drowning dissociation, and a loss of
individuality. Just as the ineffable bureaucracy of incredible system density seemed devoid of
meaning, so too does the undifferentiated amalgamation of people pressing in from every side.
Sartre’s Nausea and Camus’s The Plague were offered as examples of this.
America, however, has never been short on space. The feeling of insignificance
accomplished by throngs of cities and people in Europe is accomplished in America by the sheer
sense of scale and geography of the nation. This is best exemplified in Kerouac’s On the Road,
which contains a sense of desperate, searching movement in both the actions of the protagonist
and the formatting of the text itself. Instead of being drowned in crowds and cities, one drowns
among asphalt and open skies. If there is meaning to the universe—and, amongst such wide open
spaces, such a thing at least seems possible—it is difficult to believe that an individual would
ever be able to perceive and understand it. The trait of population density inspires the same
absurd emotion on both sides of the Atlantic—smallness through scale, though the mechanisms
by which this is accomplished differ markedly.
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It is in the third dichotomous trait, war and peace, where the two conceptions really begin
to diverge. The European experience of war is visceral and real, kept alive by active memory and
the physical scars on the continent that will take centuries to heal. It is impossible to live in
Europe without walking along streets that have been touched by violence, and to not then reflect
on what that violence means. This intense, personal understanding of the absurdity of violence is
apparent in art, such as Picasso’s Guernica, poetry, such as Owen’s Dulce et Decorum est, and
literature, such as de Beauvoir’s The Blood of Others. The random, impersonal nature of conflict,
devoid of any inherent purpose or particular direction is present in all of these works.
The United States of America, despite being a global superpower, has no such intense,
intimate physical memory. The most recent large scale violence was over a hundred and fifty
years ago, and even the taste of national trauma inflicted during the 9/11 attacks did not have the
same sense of widespread, personal impact as World War II—the collapse of the Twin Towers
touched the national consciousness, but directly affected relatively few people. Additionally, the
nature of the attacks themselves differ markedly from widespread war. While World War II is by
far the largest example of state-sanctioned violence, the attacks of 9/11 were carried out by a
small group of people with limited resources and technology.
Instead, the perception of war in the current zeitgeist is extremely limited—violence is
often seen as a problem for other people. The real and personal experiences of overseas service
members are meaningful and significant, but simply cannot stand up to a culture without a
communal understanding of violence and conflict. When authors and filmmakers have attempted
to discuss war, it has often been through layers of abstraction and metaphor largely focused on
the psychological impacts of violence. Often, in both Slaughterhouse-Five and Dr. Strangelove,
these messages are baked in a casing of absurdist and satirical humor. In American literature, the
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focus is instead on the limitations of human reason and understanding in relation to war. The
conflict itself is often seen to have a purpose, such as defeating evil or liberating oppressed
peoples. The ability of individuals to process and understand the requisite violence, however, is
profoundly limited. Ultimately then, the European conception of the absurd is indelibly affected
by real, tangible experience with suffering, while the American understanding of such senseless
absurdity is filtered through a psychological lens, as much defined by what isn’t there as by what
is.
These distinct traits come to a natural, progressive conclusion with the European tension
of community and ostracism, and the American tension of individualism and alienation. In
European literature, the gravity of society is depicted almost like a fire—a little bit of it is good,
but fall too far into it and you’ll lose your individuality. Stray too far away, and you’ll wind up
like the protagonists of Camus’s The Stranger and Dostoevsky’s Notes from Underground—
ostracized and alone. It is only by taking the path of the Absurd Man, laid out in Kierkegaard’s
Fear and Trembling and Camus’s The Myth of Sisyphus that a balance can be struck, and an
enjoyable life lived.
The American tension is not a pull towards society, but a push away from it—a radical
desire for individualism and self-determination that derives from the national mythos and
culture. The fear, then, is not ostracism from society, but of alienating oneself from it through too
radical an exploration of individuality. This fear of alienation appears in both Holmes’s Go and
Ellis’s Less Than Zero, where a life lived too freely results in the breakdown of grounding
morality and community. Just as in European absurdity, however, the only solution is to embrace
the absurd and strike a middle ground between alienation and ostracism, and the complete loss of
individuality and self-definition.
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In a brief summary, the European species of the absurd relies on the proposition that the
universe is devoid of inherent meaning, a claim that is supported by the particular social
pressures that absurdist and existentialist writers faced when they were creating these concepts.
The American species, meanwhile, believes that, even if there is meaning, individuals are poorly
equipped to appraise and understand it. Both of these species of absurdity fall under the genera
of the absurd, as they both reflect the gap between mankind’s desire to understand the universe,
and our inability to even begin to comprehend it. The differentiating aspect is whether that gap is
created by a complete lack of meaning in the universe, or our inherent inability to understand
whatever meaning might be there.
Our analysis now turns to whether these dichotomous traits are enough to
incommensurably separate the concepts of American and European absurdity. According to our
previously established definition, reached through an analysis of John Finnis’s comparison of
values in Natural Law and Natural Rights, the answer is an unequivocal yes. It is impossible for
an understanding of large geographic space to fit into the dense population and city clusters of
Europe, just as it is impossible for the American understanding of peace and freedom from
violence to fit within a European model touched by World War II. The abstraction from war by
Picasso, and the abstraction by Vonnegut, are formulaically irreconcilable. The social contexts
leading to these conceptions of the absurd differ so dramatically that the species of European and
American absurdity themselves exist individually.
The contradictorily compelling nature of social systems exists within both absurdities—
these systems erase individuality, yet some adherence to them is necessary to have productive
and peaceful experiences with others. However, the responses of American and European
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thinkers to this tension have been markedly different, as the Europeans have feared ostracism by
others, and Americans have feared alienation undertaken by themselves.
The distinction made, it is now clear that the two conceptions are incommensurable, and
cannot be understood in terms of each other. Though they share some characteristics, none of
these features is of the type necessary to unify the two absurdities under a single umbrella.
Consider the metaphor of a stained glass window—each absurdity is a window in a cathedral,
with one on the east side, and one on the west. They are both examples of stained glass windows,
undeniably—but, one cannot understand the eastern window simply by looking at the western
one. Common traits emerge when the windows are viewed side by side, but the windows cannot
be defined in terms of those commonalities. In doing so, the nuances of color, shape, and
material would be lost. In Finnis’s incommensurability framework, aesthetic appreciation and
knowledge were two aspects of the basic human good, yet they could not be reconciled under the
umbrella of the good.126 So too is the case with European and American absurdities—absurdities
indeed, but irreconcilable.
The results of this irreconcilability are dramatic. The conceptions of the absurd that
European and American philosophers hold in mind when they use the term “absurd” are
therefore markedly different, each understanding of the concept holding subtle nuances that other
interlocuters can neither comprehend nor appreciate. As a result of this, any transatlantic
discussion of the absurd must almost necessarily be incomplete, as people talk past each other
and fail to acknowledge the meaningful differences in their comprehension of the absurd. The
quality of philosophical discourse overall suffers as a result.
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VI.

Reconciling Absurdity

It is overwhelmingly clear that the conceptions of absurdity in both Europe and America
are of fundamentally different species. European absurdity was born out of a deep discontent
with the social, political, and cultural structures in place at the time, and amplified by the
increasing encroachment and constriction of urbanization before finally erupting in the violence
of the world wars. Wrapping around every one of these was a sense of community, and the fear
of ostracism from that community if one attempted to deviate from the societally established
norms.
American absurdity has markedly deviated from the example set by its older cousin—
despite the increasing role of government and the ever-present influence of religion, the nation
had a much more freewheeling, libertarian approach towards freedom and giving individuals the
ability to do as they please. This freedom, however, found itself impotent in the face of
overwhelming space, left untouched by the horrors of war. Amidst the Beat Generation, we can
see the desire of the young literary generation to establish themselves in the new and open world
while still being deeply afraid of being alienated from both the society left behind and those
individuals who shared their opinions.
Since these absurdities are mutually incomprehensible, irreducible into each other, and
incapable of being explained in shared terminology, then how are we to bridge this gap in
understanding? Without rectifying the incommensurability problem, then those who discuss
absurdities and existentialist thought across the Atlantic will always be, on some level, talking
past each other. Any work currently being done in the academic or literary spheres that engages
with the absurd would benefit from having this conceptual gap highlighted and closed.
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The trick rests in the definition of incommensurability itself—it is not possible to
compare European and American absurdities on each other’s terms because those terms are so
different, but it is possible to understand each of them on their own terms. European absurdity
must be understood from a European’s perspective, just as American absurdities must be
understood from an American’s.
The key to increasing absurdist understanding is empathy—willfully exposing oneself to
relevant experiences from other cultures, partaking of media that represents a culture’s
experience with the absurd in a correct and comprehensible way, and engaging in more shared
experiences not as individuals or nations, but as humanity as a whole.
The first, and easiest way to increase an understanding of another culture’s absurdities is
by visiting said country and exposing yourself to their way of life. Someone who has lived their
entire life in America and only traveled in their personal car through the suburbs on wide open
roads is going to be radically shocked by European living. The greater reliance on public
transport and walking, the density of the buildings and the populations, and the rich,
overwhelming weight of history are experiences that fundamentally contribute to a European
conception of the absurd but cannot be found in America. While it impossible for an American,
as a tourist, to fully come to appreciate and understand the intricacies of life in a European
country, the mere experience of walking the streets and exposing oneself to new environments
will help dramatically.
The same principle runs the opposite way. Europeans who visit America will no doubt be
shocked, surprised, and appalled by many aspects of the culture. Many Europeans who I have
spoken with personally find the most difficult adjustment to make to be that of space—
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transitioning from reliable public transportation to needing a car to get anywhere regularly is a
significant shift.
Notably, however, it is not enough to simply be a tourist in a foreign country to gain an
understanding of the absurd. One must expose oneself to experiences of absurdist relevance. In
Europe, this could take the form of visiting old battlefields and concentration camps, of
attempting to navigate in a city you’ve never been in before without a guide, or having breakfast
at the existentialist Café de Flore. In America, to understand the scale of the country and both the
immense promise and unbearable weight that that space holds, a European would need to get out
of the city. Flying from population center to population center shrinks the space and removes one
from the intimacies of daily life—renting a car and driving down a lonesome road to a national
park, and eating lunch at a roadside diner is a much more personal, colorful way to come to
understand American absurdity.
However, there are some cases in which it is not feasible to visit another continent. In
such circumstances, it is possible to turn to culture and media. As mentioned previously, the
brilliance of writers such as Ellis, Kafka, Camus, and Kerouac is that they bring the cosmic
absurdities to a human level, filtered through the experiences of their characters. While it may be
impossible to personally experience the pressures that these authors were facing when they
formulated their conceptions of the absurd, it is possible to understand their characters.
To this end, simply reading the original novels, watching films and recorded plays, or
analyzing paintings and other artistic media can provide a window into another culture’s
absurdity. It is not always the easiest thing to go looking for—absurdist media is rarely that
chosen for export when a country is trying to represent itself on the global stage, but it does
undeniably exist. A European reading On the Road will experience at best the shadows on the
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wall of Plato’s cave, a dim reflection of the absurd experience of truly putting rubber to road, but
the shadows shall be there nonetheless.
Furthermore, though personal experience is by every account the strongest method of
coming to understand the absurd, it is interesting to analyze these existential and absurdist works
as a reflection of the author’s state of mind. Though one is getting their dose of absurdity at a
degree of removal, they are getting twice as much—the absurdities that the characters themselves
are facing, and the absurdities that the author faced that influenced the way they wrote the
characters.
Sharing experiences and cultures is, however, ultimately imperfect. It is a retroactive
understanding, aiming at bridging a gap in absurdist understanding resulting from centuries of
cultural, social, and philosophical divergence on both sides of the Atlantic. If we ever wish to
develop a shared sense of the absurd, distinct from the previous European and American
iterations, but commensurable and able to be discussed by philosophers with the same language,
we must actively begin to change how we think of ourselves as a community.
As the world continues to globalize, and communication and collaboration between the
United States and European countries becomes more prevalent, the absurdist themes that once
divided the continents are beginning to merge into new shared experiences. For instance—it was
impossible for people in America to fully understand the impact of the world wars and the scars
they left on the land, just as it’s impossible for a European to understand the sheer scale of the
United States and the promise of the open road unless they have been here. Absurdity is abstract
and impersonal but intimate in the ways in which is touches you—it is something that can never
be truly explained but must be felt.
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However, this division of experiences is beginning to collapse. Consider the COVID-19
pandemic. Though each country handled the disease on their own terms, often to varying degrees
of effectiveness, the entire world suffered together through the conditions outlined in Camus’s
The Plague—the worse and better demons of humanity battling for either victory or defeat in the
face of an insidious natural force. It was a universal, shared confrontation of the absurd—and,
just as we now live in the waning days of the pandemic, so do the words of Dr. Rieux about the
fictional plague he faced ring true: “there are more things to admire in men than to despise.”127
Expanding our conception of absurdity to encapsulate not just ourselves as individuals, or
ourselves as a nation, but ourselves as a species facing the universal absurd together, will begin
to build a foundation of mutual understanding and absurdity that can be used for productive and
empathetic discussion.
Though it is impossible to understand American and European absurdities without
experiencing the conditions that make such absurdities so powerful and prevalent in society, the
technological environment in which we live has made such experiences more accessible than
ever. By sharing experiences, culture, and partaking in a greater understanding of humanity as a
shared quality amongst all people in the face of a cosmic absurd, we are better able to
comprehend each other’s absurdities, and grow to face the absurdities relevant to us all.
The absurdities themselves remain incommensurable, and impossible to be reduced or
hybridized. However, by understanding each absurdity on its own terms, as every concept in a
meaningless universe demands to be understood, we can gain a greater ability to engage in
productive existentialist and absurdist discussion.
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VII.

Conclusion

The story of existentialism and the absurd is one that stretches back centuries, but
continues to have an impact today as more and more people recognize the complexities and
benefits of the school of thought.
The central principle of existentialism is self-definition, that very same concept of
existence preceding essence. The absurd, then, stands in the way of self-definition. It is only
possible to define oneself as an individual by understanding the background of what one is not—
and, if that background is fundamentally unable to be understood, the task becomes much harder.
Therefore, there are clear benefits to understanding the cultural, social, geographic, historical,
and political factors that have led different groups to perceive of the absurd in different ways.
The easiest way to get a sense of these factors is by evaluating literature, art, and poetry created
by existentialist and absurdist figures over time, in both environments.
European absurdity is defined by a large number of pre-existing systems and a crush of
people and population centers—both of these features contribute to a feeling of smallness and a
loss of individuality. Combined with the very real scars of war, a tension is established between
community and ostracism—an inherent desire for and a fear of self-definition created by anxiety
over the actions of others in response to that individuality. The European species of the absurd
then relies on the claim that there is no inherent meaning in the universe, regardless of whether
humans were capable of comprehending it or not.
American absurdity is marked by a conceptual absence of systems, and a sense of
smallness imposed by sheer geographical space. This simultaneously elevates the individual
above preexisting systems, while acknowledging that nothing any individual will create can
stand up against an impassive universe. Instead of a widespread cultural memory of violence,
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there is a collective denial of its reality, punctuated by harsh bursts of personal experience with
conflict. In this environment, compelled by a national mythos that favors rugged individualism,
the tension created is that between individualism and alienation. The resident fear is not what the
community will do in response to one’s self-definition, but what one will do themselves with that
definition. The American species of absurdity instead pays increased attention to mankind’s
ability to understand. The psychological and social conditions around the formation of the
uniquely American absurdity lead to the claim that, regardless of whether there is or isn’t
meaning present in the universe, humans are ill-equipped to understand it. The most that we can
do is hope and search.
These two conceptions are incommensurable, built as they are from experiences and
conditions that cannot be replicated or reduced into each other. As a result, philosophical
discourse about the absurd has been marked by a general misunderstanding of what interlocuters
on either side of the Atlantic mean by ‘the absurd.’
However, this condition of talking past each other is not permanent. While the two
absurdities can never be combined into one overarching absurd conception, each absurdity can
be understood on its own terms by deliberate exposure to the lives and cultures of different
groups. Eventually, as we advance towards a mode of thought that regards humans as one
singular group on a planet instead of being divided up into many different countries and nations,
a genuine shared understanding of the absurd based on truly common experience can begin to
flourish.
European absurdity is real, and American absurdity is real. They are both distinct, and
demand to be understood on their own terms—as a result, the experiences of every individual in
the face of these absurdities will also be unique. Embracing the life of the Absurd Man—
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rejecting suicide and meaning from a higher power, while aiming to recognize the inherent
necessity and beauty within such absurdities—is therefore necessary, as it allows a greater and
more comprehensive understanding of the universe, society, and the self.
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